
Guemes Island Ferry  
Schedule and Fare Policy Analysis Task Force Meeting #11 

Friday, November 21, 2003 
Anacortes Public Library 

2:45 pm – 5:45 pm 
 

A G E N D A 
 
Meeting Objectives: 
 Review public comments and input on Preliminary Recommendations 
 Discuss possible amendments to recommendations 
 Finalize Task Force Recommendations to Board of County Commissioners 
 Discuss opportunities to encourage walk-on traffic 

 
2:45 Welcome   Glen Veal, Chair 

 Overview of agenda and meeting objectives Courtney Knox 
 
 
3:05 Task Force Business C. Knox 

 Look ahead – Commission hearing on December 15, 2003  
 Ridership and revenue update 

 
 
3:10 Review Public Comments Michael Hodgins/All 

 Comments received to date from public 
 Commissioner comments on Draft recommendations 
 Task Force perspectives on public input and community meeting 

 
 
3:45 Discuss Potential Amendments to Recommendations M. Hodgins/All 

 Consider possible schedule changes: 
o Morning high demand period leaving Guemes Island 
o Refinements based on labor issues 
o 6:00pm last run on Monday-Thursday 

 Review recommendations for fare revenue target and Phase I target 
o Costs included and taxpayer/customer allocation 
o IBU contract and timing of proposed fare changes 

 Frequent user discount policies 
o Discount rates, period, number of trips and number of options 
o Motorcycle frequent user 
o Intent of the non-transferability recommendation 

 Sr./disabled fares and the disabled annual pass 
 Oversize fares – space based logic or percent increase, trailers 
 Other suggestions from the Task Force 

 
 
4:45 Review Final Recommendations M. Hodgins/All 

 Discuss cycle for review and development of future phases 
 
 
5:00 Opportunities to Encourage Walk-ons  M. Hodgins/All 
 
 
5:40 Next Steps and Next Meetings, Adjourn 



Ridership Summary Update: Year to Year Monthly Ridership Changes

Vehicle Passenger
Total 

Ridership
Vehicle Passenger

Total 
Ridership

Vehicle Passenger
Total 

Ridership

January 7,638    5,291       12,929     7,200  4,529     11,729   6.1% 16.8% 10.2%
February 7,730    5,413       13,143     7,470  5,477     12,947   3.5% -1.2% 1.5%
March 8,665    6,128       14,793     9,405  6,398     15,803   -7.9% -4.2% -6.4%
April 9,301    6,859       16,160     9,439  6,730     16,169   -1.5% 1.9% -0.1%
May 10,550  8,538       19,088     10,586 8,998     19,584   -0.3% -5.1% -2.5%
June 10,362  9,229       19,591     10,565 9,070     19,635   -1.9% 1.8% -0.2%
July* 6,877    14,303     21,180     10,696 11,630   22,326   -35.7% 23.0% -5.1%
August 10,669  12,269     22,938     11,773 13,595   25,368   -9.4% -9.8% -9.6%
September 8,518    7,976       16,494     8,697  7,825     16,522   -2.1% 1.9% -0.2%
October 8,460    6,826       15,286     8,314  6,544     14,858   1.8% 4.3% 2.9%
Year To Date 88,770  82,832     171,602   94,145  80,796     174,941   -5.7% 2.5% -1.9%

Vehicle values include motorcycle category.
* Ferry haul out occurred in July 2003.

2003 2002 Change

Skagit County Guemes Island Ferry
Schedule and Fare Policy Task Force

Guemes Ferry Task Force Meeting Materials November 21, 2003
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SUMMARY OF COMMENTS REGARDING PRELIMINARY  

SCHEDULE & FARE POLICY TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
In March 2003, the Board of County Commissioners created the Guemes Island Ferry Schedule and 
Fare Policy Task Force to work collaboratively with Skagit County Public Works on the implementation 
of the Guemes Island Operations Management Analysis recommendations from October 2002.  The 
Task Force – composed of a variety of on-island and off-island residents and local government 
representatives – was charged with the task of comprehensively reviewing ferry fare and schedule 
policy issues. 
 
On November 15th, 2003, the Task Force hosted a community meeting to present their 
recommendations and collect comments from the community on their recommended proposal 
package of changes to the schedule, fare revenue requirement and fare structure.  The 
recommendations were made available a week in advance of the meeting throughout the community 
(at Anderson’s General Store, Guemes Island Community Center Library, and the ferry dock) and on 
the internet (at the Guemes Island Ferry Committee web site, linetime.org, and Skagit County’s web 
site).  In addition to the comments collected at the meeting, ferry users were encouraged to comment 
via e-mail, mail and fax.   
 

• Comments from November 15th Community Meeting.  More than 85 of those who 
attended the meeting signed in.  Following introductions, a welcome from Task Force Chair, 
Glen Veal, Commissioner Don Munks’ remarks, and a brief presentation of the preliminary 
Task Force recommendations, the meeting was opened to questions and comments from 
those in attendance.  Please see Attachment A for the notes from this dialogue.   

• Comment forms were also made available to those in attendance at the community 
meeting.  A total of 16 comment forms were received via email, fax and at the November 15th 
community meeting.   

• Other Comments Received.  In addition to the comment forms, 26 emails, faxes and letters 
were received.  Please see Attachment B for the complete set of comments received, 
including comment forms.   

 
This document is intended to summarize the primary concerns raised in the community meeting, 
comment forms and other comments received.  It is not intended to describe the frequency of 
comments as comments received at the community meeting during the question and answer period 
may also be reflected in the comments received via email, mail and fax and may include multiple 
responses from one person. 
 

General Comments on the Proposal 

Many comments reflected a concern that the preliminary Task Force recommendations reflected little 
to no connection between the findings of the Management Operations Analysis Report (completed in 
March 2003) and the Customer Survey (conducted in July 2002).  In particular, several comments 
pointed to survey results which gauged interest in changing the schedule (from on-demand to 
scheduled service), satisfaction with crew, and level of interest in extended service Monday through 
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Thursday as primary reasons for dissatisfaction with the proposal overall, disappointment that the 
issue of extended service Monday through Thursday was not addressed, and confusion about the 
premise of customer and crew conflicts as one basis for a fixed schedule.  In addition, several who 
commented felt that the proposal was too complex.   
 
Several reasons for delaying the implementation of the fare and schedule changes were offered 
including, delay until the IBU contract and/or management issues are resolved, infrastructure 
requirements (such as the parking lot) have been given thorough consideration or have been 
implemented, or until explicit requirements for successful implementation have been established.  
Several who commented wished to see a trial run of the proposed schedule, or other suggested 
schedules, prior to implementation of the new fare structure.  Other schedule ideas to attempt on a 
trial basis included running continuous service and extending the schedule to several hours after the 6 
PM end of day Monday through Thursday. 
 
Several comments were appreciative of the proposal, the work involved and the Ferry Committee’s 
efforts, in particular.  Simultaneously, however, several comments reflected distrust of the consultant 
team, County management of the ferry system or the Ferry Committee’s ability to represent all users.  
In addition, at the community meeting, there were several comments made concerning the perceived 
inappropriate use of comparisons to other systems.   
 

Schedule Comments 

Both at the community meeting and in the comments received, the issue of the extending the 
schedule Monday through Thursday received much attention.  As demonstrated at the community 
meeting, the issue is still divisive.  Many who commented were supportive of schedule extension for 
work, school (sports, evening meetings), social or civic activities (County hearings), or personal 
reasons; alternatively many thanked the Task Force for maintaining the current schedule day. 
 
Community meeting participants echoed concerns reflected in the comments received about the 
ability to meet a 20-minute schedule, potential wear and tear on the vessel resulting from additional 
trips and the possibility of running service with an empty vessel.  Some also expressed concern that 
the 20-minute schedule before 6 PM would not reduce the demand for extra trips after 6 PM. 
 
Arguments offered in favor of maintaining the existing schedule: 

• Crew discretion meets demand.  Triple runs are only necessary at certain times (on the 11:00 
AM or the 6:00 PM) and double runs are only made when needed which saves wear and tear 
on ferry, dock and equipment. 

• Doubles provide faster service than waiting for a scheduled run, as proposed. 
• More service isn’t needed. 

 
Several who commented on the proposal felt that the new schedule should be easier to remember 
and others were concerned about providing service to the meet the school bus without requiring 
children to leave class early.   
 
Several who commented were supportive of a fixed schedule and the proposed 20-minute service 
and cited the benefit of a holiday eve schedule, reduced waiting times, more predictability and a 
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Sunday schedule that matches the rest of the week.  Others suggested that there should be 20-
minute crossings in the morning and pointed to the position of the crew break – at 9:15 AM during 
the morning rush off-island.  One person suggested that the 20-minutes service could be provided 
during this time period without a fourth crewmember because, going off-island, all customers are pre-
paid.  
 
In addition to the comments received about the proposed morning schedule, several other specific 
schedule improvements were offered, including:  

• Moving long break that occurs between 7 to 8:30 PM. 
• Winter Saturday and Sunday schedule should be changed to allow half hour service from 4:45 

to 7:15 PM.   
• A 7:20 PM run could be added on Friday (winter and summer), Saturday and Sunday.   
• The 3 PM run is needed Saturday and Sunday year round. 
• Offer a 9 AM and 12:30 run on Sunday. 

 

Fare Revenue Requirement 

There were several suggestions offered about cost elements that should not be included in the 
revenue requirement formula (Resolution 11939) including:  

• Fourth crew person position 
• Ferry Manager position 
• Mechanic position  
• “Non-op” time and “leave wages.” 

 
Several commented that the removal of these costs should have the effect of reducing the shortage 
and therefore, the need for a fare increase. 
 
There were also several specific questions in the comments regarding the interpretation of the bridge 
analogy – including how assumptions of costs and fees are determined (why certain positions are/are 
not included) and the hours of operation (how the analogy applies to the schedule).  Others agreed 
with the principle that that ferry users should pay the full cost of operating the ferry.   
 

Fare Structure 

Most of the comments about the fare structure were focused on the frequent user categories.  Several 
comments were made in favor of the surcharge as a percentage.   
 
Discounts for Frequent Use.  Many who commented urged no change to the existing frequent use 
pass options.  Some believe that the changes would discourage other modes of travel, encourage 
more trips, and the variety of discounts were unnecessary and in some cases, were unfair to 
segments of ridership.    
 
Some felt that the proposal offered too many frequent user choices and that the passes should be 
simplified and based on the user (car, passenger, child) or the existing two classes.  This issue spurred 
many alternative suggestions, including: keeping the 120-day expiration on all passes; a 45-day pass 
rather than 30-day pass; a 60-day pass at $2.50 per trip for $62.50; two passes with 90-day and 
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180-day time periods; annual passes; or passes without an expiration dates.  Another person 
suggested a 90-day and one-year card with per trip costs of $3.00 for the 90-day and $5.00 for the 
one-year and rounding of card/ticket book price to the nearest dollar.  Some questioned why there is 
a difference in the number of trips for passenger and car & driver frequent user.  
 
Several comments focused on comparisons of increases on a percentage basis between frequent 
user categories, including the following:  

• Every day users are paying less and those who use the system less are paying more; those 
traveling on 120-day passes face the highest increase (“those who travel less frequently are 
being punished” or “don’t think subsidizing daily commuters is fare to the rest of the residents 
here who choose to walk on and just drive once and awhile.”) 

• Proposal favors commercial users (assuming overlength vehicles) at the expense of Islanders 
because longer vehicles are not receiving the same level of fare increase as frequent user or 
base car & driver fares. 

 
This issue was also linked to the issue of promoting walk-on or other space-saving transportation 
options.  Several commented that the discount offered to every day users of the ferry would 
encourage more trips.  In addition, concern was expressed about the lack of incentives the proposed 
offers to those who conserve by walking-on or bringing a bike if one has purchased a car & driver 
pass.  Some suggestions included increasing the rate for cars compared to the rate for passenger and 
bicycles, decreasing the number of trips on cards to encourage carpooling, and a couple people 
suggested that the discounts were too generous.  One person suggested restricting the use of 
frequent user card to once per day or restricting the purchase of frequent user cards to one vehicle 
per time period. 
 
Other suggestions for frequent user passes included:  

• A motorcycle or other small vehicle category. 
• A senior/disabled frequent user category.  One person offered that the senior discount should 

be less than the annual frequent user pass.  Another person suggested that the proposed 
$0.75 discount for the senior/disabled car & driver fare should be greater. 

 
Non-transferability.  Several who commented reflected concern about the proposal to restrict 
transferability of pass media and offered that users should be able to use pass for multiple cars in one 
family or that the pass should be attached to the individual regardless of the vehicle being used to 
cross to the Island.  
 
Principle of charging for deck space.  Some who commented felt that the idea of charging for 
deck space should also be true for passengers traveling on the ferry and offered that there should be 
no fare for the passenger in a car or that the same per foot principle should be applied to passengers 
in relationship to vehicles, assuming a foot passenger takes up less than 10 square feet.  One person 
questioned the relationship between fares of different categories that equal the same total length. 
 
Other Ideas and Questions 

• Fare structure should include “overweight” component for loaded trucks because of unknown 
stress or damage to the ferry and ramps. 

• Keep the trailer category. 
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• Create a surcharge for use of the 6:00 PM to reduce overflow on the run. 
• Raise fares across the board; raise all fares by $0.50. 
• Proposal should include some explanation of potential impacts of phasing additional 

increases. 
• Can the hospital district reimburse the ferry for medical runs? 
• Is the ADA Resolution regarding the annual pass reflected in this proposal? 
• If costs can be contained or efficiencies can be gained, will there be a way to lower fares? 

 

Roundtable or Implementation Issues 

Several comments included suggestions for further examination of cash handling/ticket collection 
procedures, including:  

• Why can’t we collect fares the way Whatcom does? 
• Streamline the ticket collection procedure. 
• A modern or automated method for ticket collection will make ticket collecting more efficient 

and reduce need for 4th person. 
 
Other issues that were offered for Roundtable consideration included:  
• Working out a method for making a decision about extending the schedule day Monday-Thursday 

and making the determination. 
• The Roundtable should operate only alongside a specific management transition plan; look at 

management and accountability first. 
• How to handle fares for passengers/other vehicles on school ferry?  Will there be an effort to 

distinguish between school families and others? 
• How will the cut off time be implemented? 
• How will the pre-purchased frequent user cards be phased out? 
• Reduce the number vehicles using the ferry by increasing Skagit Transit services. 
• Recognition of the Guemes Island Ferry Committee as the elected representatives of the ferry 

users.  
• Put signage up about the new motorcycle policy. 
 
One person commented that too much is being left to Roundtable.  
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D  R  A  F  T  ATTACHMENT A  

SUMMARY OF COMMUNITY MEETING COMMENTS 

GUEMES ISLAND FERRY SCHEDULE AND FARE POLICY TASK FORCE 

NOVEMBER 15, 2003 
 
Following brief introductions, a statement from Commissioner Munks and a presentation of the draft 
recommendations offered by the Guemes Island Ferry Schedule and Fare Policy Task Force at the 
November 15th community meeting, participants were invited to ask questions about the proposal.  
This document summarizes the dialogue at the community meeting. 
 
Q:  How does the frequent user pass work if there are boards sticking out the back of my vehicle?  

Will any part of that length be covered by my pass? 
A:  You’ll pay for overall length based on the deck space your vehicle occupies.  You’re vehicle and 

the overlength boards cannot be separated. 
 
Q:  Why not? 
A:  With the new fares, we’re talking about renting deck space.  A longer vehicle takes up more space. 
 
Q:  What’s the definition of “non-transferable”? 
A:  That means that the frequent user pass may only be used for the car and driver it is issued to. 
 
Q:  Should we use Washington State Ferries (WSF) as a role model? 
A:  We didn’t use WSF as a role model but looked to the State and other county-operated systems for 

comparative purposes.  
 
Q:  If you’re charging for deck space, why charge for the person in the car? 
A:  The idea of having passengers travel free was brought up in our discussions but was rejected.   
 
Q:  Why? 
A:  There’s no perfect answer.  In our discussions, we decided that if we didn’t keep passenger fares, 

the revenue requirement facing the system would require drastic changes to fares and the fare 
structure.  We didn’t have enough time to address those impacts.  The idea of selling deck space 
is related to developing a logical basis to what people pay to use the ferry.   
 
We also talked about trying to encourage walk-ons by not charging for passengers.  This was 
rejected because there is limited space or capacity to carry passengers on the vessel.  It may be 
discussed again, however, in the future. 
 

Q:  I absolutely hate this.  I recognize that there was a lot of work done, but I don’t know if you looked 
at the surveys.  There was a 95% satisfaction with crew.  I don’t know where this tension 
mentioned in the materials came from.  With regard to double runs – in the survey, 88% of those 
surveyed didn’t want any change.  Only 8% wanted the schedule to change.  I don’t understand 
why there is so much emphasis on the schedule in these materials.  Regarding late runs Monday 
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–Thursday, 45% of those surveyed wanted extended runs.  This issue will never be addressed if 
the Task Force didn’t even talk about it.  Please explain this. 

A:  A lot of information was made available to us.  We chose to work within the current schedule to 
try to take the pressure off the 6 PM run.  We added more service/trips to the schedule in the 
afternoon before 6 PM. 

 
 We also recognized that this is an issue that divides the Island.  We did talk about extending the 

schedule day but there were considerable cost implications.  Within the schedule day, costs are 
essentially fixed.  This issue of extending the schedule is often connected to a discussion of land 
use implications.  There is an Island group currently looking at land use. 

 
 We had an extensive discussion about the schedule.  [Never showed up in the minutes.]  The 

meetings were public and there were many opportunities to engage in the discussion.  In all, we 
had two non-Task Force people attend.  We had big arguments about the issue.  As was stated 
earlier, the survey was split 45% to 55%.  It is a very contentious issue.  For the reasons already 
stated, we decided to work within the system. 

 
Q: There is a misallocation of costs – why is the Ferry Manager now in the formula?  And the 

mechanic?  If you take them away, there is no shortage and there is no need for such a huge 
increase in fares.  I have never seen greater inequity to Guemes Islanders.  Especially with regard 
to commercial users who you have shown saying “we’ll just raise costs for our end users.” 

A:  When Resolution 9518 (in 1982) and 11939 were instituted, the manager and mechanic jobs 
were done by crew on board the vessel.  If we accept the bridge analogy, direct operating and 
maintenance costs associated with the vessel should be included as part of “crew wages” for the 
purposes of the fare revenue requirement formula.  The Ferry Manager is currently included in the 
calculations as part of the cost of the crew. 

 
Q:  Does 11939 permit that? 
A:  It includes the costs to operate the ferry over and above bridge costs but it does not explain the 

term “crew.”  
 
Q: Are you modeling after the Whatcom ferry? They collect tickets on board.  Why can’t Guemes 

Island do it? 
A:  We did look at what Whatcom is doing.  The State Auditor has not made a decision on that ferry.  

The Auditor’s finding, as it pertains to this ferry, has not been changed and the ferry currently 
operates according to the interpretation of the finding.  We have not given up on this issue.  We 
have decided to move forward, in the mean time, within the scope of the current operations.   

 
Q:  There is a conspicuous lack of equity here.  Commercial users aren’t being treated like the rest of 

us.  There’s a 55% increase in the cost of car and driver fares.  Commercial users ought to have 
their fares increase, too. 

A:  We tried to come up with a rational basis to build a fare structure that could be easily understood.  
If you pay by the foot, everyone’s paying for the space they use. 

 
Q:  This proposal has four classifications of frequent user cards.  Daily users have fare closest to their 

current fare.  Those who go less frequently are being punished.  There’s a 9% increase if you 
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can’t use it in 30 days and a 55.5% increase if you have to go to quarterly.  It’s $2.60 now to go 
to a six-month would be a 66% increase and a 12-month would be a 99% increase over what 
we currently pay.  Restricted days are far too stringent.  Keep 120-day expiration on all passes.  
The two classes that we have now are adequate.  

A:  Twenty years ago, we had four categories.  Everyone is riding for 30-day fare now.  The 50% 
increase is no more than the fare would have been, had it been increasing over time.  A $4.32 
round trip is a pretty low fare.  If we stick with the $1.85 round trip, we can’t even begin to cover 
the fare requirement.  The fares, even with the proposal, are still pretty low. 

 
Q:  I like the 20-minute schedule.  But, the morning schedule, from 6:30 to 10:30 AM, is running 

only every half hour.  The proposal includes a great mid-day to end of day schedule.   
A:  Would you be willing to pay for the 4th person for that 20-minute service?  We think it takes four 

crew persons to meet the 20 minutes schedule. 
 
Q:  I am disappointed by the proposal.  It appears as though you didn’t even consider extending the 

schedule.  It wasn’t even mentioned in the minutes.  Do you really think you could do the 20 
minute schedule?  I really have my doubts.  Why is the 6 PM always full? 

A:  We did discuss whether to extend the schedule.  We asked whether the 6 PM run is full because 
there’s a back up in the afternoon that never gets cleared or because it is the last run.  We had 
some data regarding observations in the afternoon.  After video taping afternoon traffic for several 
days, an average of 35 cars were observed between 3 PM and 3:30 PM.  Those cars cause a 
build up in a half hour schedule that compounds throughout the afternoon.  We concluded that 
more trips before 6 PM could prevent trips after 6 PM. 

 
Q:  We have multiple vehicles in our family.  I usually buy three passes a year and used 39 punches.  

If I have to choose one car for the pass, I would end up having to choose the one that will use the 
most space.  I don’t care about loosing trips, I want to have a choice of cars.  2) You spoke about 
trying to encourage walk-ons, but you’re proposing a ratio of 2.5 car and driver to 1 walk on – that 
ratio is now 3.5 to 1.  3) You said in your opening remarks that we are the second largest county-
operated ferry.  So, what?  We have ours to worry about.  Will you really learn anything in 
comparing to others – except from Lummi?  

A:  The promotion of walk-ons issue is not finished.  With regard to the frequent user cars, we don’t 
know what they will look like.  They could have license plates on the pass, but we don’t want to 
slow things down on the dock.  The punch card may be redundant – it may become a bunch of 
tickets.  We don’t know but will be working on that in the Roundtable. 

 
Q:  We moved here in spite of the 6 PM end of day.  We live in an extended community, not just the 

Island.  I can’t go to School Board meetings or take classes and my kids can’t play sports.  The 20-
minute schedule is a good idea.  But, that schedule won’t fit in your head.  Start at 9:20 and do a 
9:40, etc. and then drop one out if the crew needs a break.  We have two passes for our cars 
now and we don’t use them in 120 days.  The fares are totally unfair.  If you buy the supply and 
demand argument – then in the summer, there should be a summer surcharge and you should 
pay more.  But, if you go every day, you pay less?  I know there were 55% against and 45% for 
extending the schedule.  We should at least be talking about how to make that decision. 

A:  The main issue with providing more service is that we would have to raise the fare target because 
it costs more.   
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Q:  I have seen the members of the Ferry Committee with their heavy notebooks, eyes crossed as 

they come back to the Island.  I want to thank you for the job you’ve done.  I disagree with 
“disencentivizing” those who are trying to conserve.  If you don’t use the pass in 30 days at a 
lower fare, it costs more to walk on.  If you pay cash, you get a discount for the motorcycle.  Why 
does the frequent user fare penalize motorcycles – it’s equal to a full car fare.  Promote walk-ons 
and TDM use.   

A:  We’ll look into extending the frequent user options to motorcycles. 
 
Q:  Many Islanders are on fixed incomes and can mostly use the current 120-day pass.  We face the 

highest fare increase of 56%.  You’re encouraging traffic – if you drive every day, you get a break 
and we pay 56% increase.  I don’t think that you can do the 20-minute schedule with measuring 
trucks and writing receipts.  Their fares only went up 3%.  Walk-ons went up 9%.  Other people 
are getting more of a break now. 

 
Q: When will management find a modern/automated way around the 4-person crew?  It was not 

supposed to be permanent – it was a stop gap measure.  A more efficient system will increase 
speed and offer the ability to implement real progressive fares.  Regarding the schedule, 
increasing service would increase operations costs.  In other cases, when money needs to be 
raised, a levy or a LID is voted on.  Let’s vote on whether to extend service in a democratic, 
certified election process.  

A:  There wasn’t a great deal of comfort with the 4th person on the Task Force either.  As such, the 4th 
person isn’t included in the 11939 calculations for the fare target.  If we can do the 20-minute 
schedule with four-person crew, we’d look at including the costs of the 4th person. 

 
Q:  Should put up signage about the new motorcycle policy. 
 
Q:  Should the passenger in the car be charged?  Regarding costs/goals, management of the system 

has not idea how much this will cost.  The County has not resolved its contract with the IBU.  
Nobody knows what the cost of the contract will be.  You are proposed raising costs in very 
extravagant ways – in some cases and less in others.  There is no positive oversight and no way to 
call people to task if they do something wrong.  Management has failed all the way down from 
the Commissioners, Mr. Martin to Mr. Flude.  What about “non-op time”? [Non-op time is the total 
number of hours of full time crew person, less 176.  This is guaranteed to every full time 
employee, per the union contract].  We’ve been charged for 259.5 hours of non-op time this year.  
What is base for rate increase?  Non-op time, union contract is unresolved and the system isn’t 
managed properly.  If it was managed properly, managers would have taken care of the schedule, 
fare and personnel problems.  This proposal should be tailored until the County finalizes its 
negotiations with the IBU and conducts a management overhaul.     

 
Q:  The question of extended hours is not for the ferry but for the planning people to decide.  It 

would lead to immediate gentrification of the Island, depleted water table and a built up tax base.  
A new sewer system would be required, would have to be amortized over many years and it 
would be hard to stay here. 
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Q:  I have the utmost respect for the Ferry Committee.  The early morning rush hour needs service 
every 20 minutes.  There is no need, though, for a fourth crew member because going off the 
Island because we will have already paid fares. 

 
Q:  Make sure that you don’t loose the run that fits the school needs – the kids at Mt. Erie and Island 

View have to leave school early to make the boat now. 
 
Q:  Regarding the frequent user pass, people who go on vacation or pilots who live on the Island 

won’t be able to use the passes.  45 days is more reasonable than 30-day passes. 
 
Q:  Table any fare increase at this time.  We fought for 22 years to get accountability in budgeting and 

had to do it ourselves through Resolutions 9518 and 11939.  If you loose that, you’ll have 
nothing.  You have the cart before the horse.  Not the money first – go after management to 
implement what you want to do.  You only put out what you wanted to focus on for comparison 
purposes.  Go after management implementation first.  Did you look at the 14-year plan?  This 
proposal will use more of the vessel.  With the ½ hour schedule, the crew sits with their breaks.  
Don’t have management in place to keep the 20-minute schedule.  The crew runs the show here 
now.  Should be continuous service/runs on a trial basis.  See what works so you know what your 
capacities are.  Want accountability and what’s best for the people.   

A:  We chose to protect the bridge analogy by not cherry-picking costs.  The Manager time is included 
– but only the time spent on the dock.  Some of us were interested in this to assure that the 
Manager spends time at the dock.   

 
Q:  I spend about $1,200 a year on the ferry – in previous years, when I was working.  It’s not a free 

ride.  It’s also not a free ride because, in addition to paying fares, we have expensive real estate 
here.  With regard to property taxes, the assessed valuation on the Island since 1969 has 
increased from $636,000 to $57,850,000 in 1991 and $152,538,000 in 2003 – that means 
$1,586,000 in taxes.  Justify the fare increase.  Be accountable.  Have a management team in 
place.   

 
Q:  Was there any discussion of the maintenance worker being the fourth person for the purposes of 

collecting fares?   
A:  This position doesn’t cover all hours of the day. 
 
Q:  Regarding the 20-minute runs all day – has reliability been considered?  Will the boat be able to 

take it? 
A:  Without the mechanic, the ferry could not provide the service it does now. 
 
Q:  How come the fourth person isn’t on the morning schedule? 
A:  We didn’t want to double shift the fourth person if we don’t have to.   
 
Q:  About the 20-minute schedule – the triple is only justified if the double is overloaded.  The way it 

is now, demand is handled when it happens.  The 7/7:30 AM – there are no overloads.  There 
are always overloads on the 8/8:30.  Now, you’d have to wait until 9:15.  The 9 is one of the 
busiest morning runs.  Sometimes there is a double 9 if necessary.  You’ve got a 15 minute break 
stuck is the busiest time of the morning.  
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Q:  Extended schedule – the ferry is supposed to be a transportation not a growth tool.  What would 

happen is way over-exaggerated.  On our street, we see every little difference between Sunday 
and Monday traffic.  Growth should be a land use issue not a ferry issue. 

 
Q:  The way the schedule looks, I could be 5 minutes early or 20 minutes late to work if I leave my 

house any time in a 2-3 minute period. 
A:  We tried to take the guess work out of the schedule.  We recognize that there could be some 

implementation issues.   
 
Q:  It seems like people feel that they live here with no choice.  Make a choice when you move to an 

Island.  If you want to live here, put up with the way the Island runs.   
 
Q:  I want to know how I will get to County hearings?  What will that cost?  School ferries, too?   
A:  We’re proposing no change to the school fee, except that fees will be collected from passengers 

and others on the ferry.  
 
Q: Will you distinguish between families going to school functions?  Does it matter which vehicle 

we’re in? 
A:  These are implementation issues that will need to be resolved. 
 
Q: Regarding frequent users – to give the Island residents a break or those who take up the most 

space/most often doesn’t make sense.   
A:  The original intent was to benefit the everyday traveler.  Now, everyone uses that rate.   
 
Q:  What if you got to work 5 days a week and you don’t want to drive every day? 
 
Q:  What happened to the ADA Resolution that was passed regarding the annual pass?  I don’t see 

reference to it here. 
 
Q:  Don’t compare our ferry to Lummi – they have a casino. 
 
Q:  Regarding the disabled car/driver fare, you’re talking about a 50% walk on discount and that’s it.  

With the 20 trips in 30 days, we’re getting $1.85 now.  The $2.02 is still a sweetheart deal.  But 
there is a 56% increase in the next category.  It’s not equitable – there is no handicapped or 
senior category. 

 
Q:  I would like to see a sunset on the Island someday – Monday through Thursday. 
 
Q: For Washington State Ferries, the senior/disabled discount is greater then just the passenger 

discount on a car and driver fare.   
A:  We asked ourselves if the fare was fair.  It’s not just tied to the percentages, but is the $2.50 a fair 

price? 
 
Q:  This is only the first step. 
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A:  We are trying to bring the fares into alignment with the bridge analogy.  We couldn’t do it in one 
step because the increases would be too great.  We are working on getting there. 

 
Q:  About the fare schedule, did you study the capital requirement on the dock proper and the need 

for physical maintenance to the dock, etc.   
A:  Capital costs aren’t included in the fare calculations. 
 
Q:  The parking lot has not been addressed.  Do it before you do anything. 
 
Q:  I’m worried about the cost of printing the 20-minute schedule.  It has a cost and what if you can’t 

make it work? 
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D  R  A  F  T   ATTACHMENT B 

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS RECEIVED REGARDING  

DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE GUEMES ISLAND  

FERRY SCHEDULE AND FARE POLICY TASK FORCE 
 
Prior to, at and immediately following the November 15th community meeting, the community was 
asked to comment on the Guemes Island Ferry Schedule and Fare Policy Task Force preliminary 
recommendations.  This document contains all comments received (verbatim) as of November 19, 
2003.   
 
In addition to 16 comment forms received via email, fax and at the November 15th community 
meeting, 26 emails, faxes and letters were received.  This collection of comments may include 
multiple responses from one person.   
 
COMMENTS RECEIVED FROM 16 COMMENT FORMS SUBMITTED  
 
Do you have any overarching comments about the proposal, as a whole? 
• I could see the Task Force has spent untold time on trying to prepare a good fare and schedule 

format.  This is a very tough procedure and I appreciate their efforts. 
• I believe the Task Force and Burke and Associates have approached the topic of the Guemes 

Island Ferry in the wrong order.  We should not be discussing and making policy and procedural 
changes to the Fares and Schedule before the contract with the Labor Union is finalized and they 
analyze the management of the Ferry first. 

• The schedule and fare policy analysis must be tabled at this time.  11939 isn't broken.  However, 
the management system is.  Basic Business Administration 101 teaches us we need solid 
management policy and procedures in place to implement any change, schedule or fares. 

• The only positive comment is related to the Holiday Eve Schedule. 
• The proposal represents a tremendous amount of work.  Appreciation is expressed by this writer 

to those volunteers and other uncompensated participants for their time and commitment to the 
task. 

• We believe the cart is before the horse, and that policy must be implemented that clarifies 
management’s role and provides for more accountability.  Then, we can look at changing fares, 
etc. 

 
Do you have specific comments about the recommended fare revenue target? 
• Ferry manager and mechanic should not be included in fares. 
• Why didn’t you present any data on how much extra runs (after 6 PM) cost??  It seems like the 

same people who are most concerned about increased rates want the most increased services. 
• I hesitate to pay for the Ferry Manager’s time spent at the dock when we have yet to see any 

management/leadership skills that would be added to the operation for that cost.  I understand, 
though, that the first step might be to have the body there.   

• Without a contract with the Labor Union in place, how can you estimate the revenue target? 
Adding a mechanic, manager and a fourth crewmember along with non-op hours allows the 
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employees unfair advantage to negotiate after the proposal of fares and schedules has been 
finalized.  Please refer to 11939 for failure. 

• Look at the history of 9518 and 11939.  The county failed to contest the 3rd man.  They now 
must have a stake in looking after details--no contract.  Contract language is part of management 
failure-4th person, required by the auditor.  County has no control over crew and money handling 
procedures. Management problem again. See attachment-11939 has only failed in the past 3 
years, under current management-Martin, Flude, Cox. 

• Using the bridge analogy and the proviso that ferry costs not typically associated with a bridge 
should be recoverable through fares – why does It appear on page 19 that insurance must be 
covered by fares.  Surely bridges are insured. 

 
Do you have specific comments about the recommended fare structural changes? 
• The cart is before the horse – IBU contract needs to be resolved first.   
• I think we should discourage commuters.  I object to giving “daily users” such a significant 

discount.  We should encourage car pooling (decreasing the number of trips).  This policy only 
exacerbates the 6 PM extra trip problem.  Guemes should not become the “bed room 
community” of the nearest metropolis. 

• I would prefer to see the quarterly (20 trips/90 days) remain at $40.40 – the same as the 
monthly, similar to what we have now. 

• I think that the fare structure should include an “excess weight” or “overweight” component for 
loaded trucks (i.e. concrete & gravel).  It must be simple (driver’s weight ticket for that load?).  I 
think the ferry carries loads that cause unknown stress/damage to the ferry and ramps.  Surcharge 
as a % is a good idea.  Vehicle frequent user cards should be transferable.  I think lost revenue 
from that aspect is probably insignificant compared to any system required to verify/enforce 
correct usage.  Trying to incorporate license numbers will require an inordinate amount of 
(useless) clerical time.  1) simplify frequent user card system into two categories 90 days and one 
year and make the 90-day cost/trip closer to $3.00; one year cost/trip closer to $5.00.  Round the 
numbers for card/ticket book to even numbers for ease of purchase ($60.00/100.00) 2) fare 
structure should encourage walk-ons and car pooling part time (if my frequent user fare expires 
too soon, why ride with someone else at all?) 3) final or next proposals should provide cost/trip 
numbers rather than percentages.  4) I’m still concerned about the County’s ability to negotiate 
with IBU for conditions that encourage good service.  The only incentives in place now are for 
overtime and guaranteed hours. 

• A simple two category Car and Driver ticket is more reasonable (90 day-180 day). All Frequent 
user tickets should be assigned to the individual user not the vehicle, to be used for multiple 
vehicles with names on the ticket.  The trailer deck space issue should allow the frequent user to 
use their frequent user ticket plus pay additional trailer length in cash.  They are frequent users 
and they know the length of their trailers. 

• Who will enforce these changes with no management/policy/procedures in place?  Must be kept 
simple 90 day-180 day.  Not assigned to car, must be able to drive any vehicle, this would cover 
motorcycles also.  Names should be on the ticket.  Keep the trailer category (car/driver + trailer 
length). 

• Why are the residents here that only need a quarterly car & driver pass being asked to subsidize 
the regular commuters.  That does not seem fair to me!!!  As someone of many who would buy 
the quarterly car & driver pass my fare goes from $1.85 to 2.88 a 64% increase whereas the daily 
commuter fare goes from $1.85 to only 2.02 only a 9% increase.  That is definitely not fair.  I feel 
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that we are getting penalized for walking on instead of driving.  As lots of people who will buy a 
quarterly pass will also buy a walk on pass. I do not believe that I should have to subsidize the 
daily drivers.  This increase should be spread equally. Although I do agree with the summer 
surcharge.  Why are you proposing to offer 65% discount only to regular commuters? They use 
the ferry more so they should have to pay at least the same increase as a quarterly car and driver 
user.  Please consider these comments.  See you at the public hearing. 

• The discount % differential among the one-month, 3-month and six-month passes needs further 
analysis and justification.  The current fare proposal gives incentives to frequent users.  

• The new structures have glaring inequities between car and truck fares, yet trucks take up more 
valuable deck space.  Also, residents who use the ferry less frequently are being penalized and 
must pay more. 

 
Do you have specific comments about the recommended fares? 
• Re: page 13 “peak/non-peak” – I think a 6:00 PM surcharge should be made in an effort to 

reduce the recurrent “overflow” on this run… an easy way would be to eliminate the frequent 
user rate for this run all year long OR allow passenger (walk-on) free passage on the two 
preceding runs.   

• 1) There is nothing to promote frequent users of such space saving devices as scooters or 
motorcycles.  2) The greatest rate breaks are to those who make 20 trips in 1 month and is 
biased against those who seek to lighten the load by walking and cycling when possible. 

• Higher for trucks, lower for scooters.  Categories of motorcycle, scooter and motorcycle.  The odd 
cycle with trailer won’t matter. 

• How can a task force and consulting firm calculate or even estimate fares without first having solid 
wage and benefit figures in place?  You are ahead of yourselves in this regard.  Please postpone 
your approval of fares and schedules until all costs are calculated. 

• Cost of operation/wage and benefits should be negotiated prior to any change of fare and 
schedule.  This proposal must be tabled until there is a management team in place and a union 
contract. 

• As for the rate increases I have a problem.  Why am I being asked (as a non daily driver) to pay 
most of the increase i.e. 56% for a quarterly car & driver vs. only 9% increase in fare for the daily 
drivers?  I do not think subsidizing daily commuters is fair to the rest of the residents here who 
choose to walk on and just drive once in a while. The fares should be raised across the board. I 
have no problem paying my fair share, and would support more broadly based increase. 

• I have two comments to make on the proposed fare schedule.  1) To quote the handout from 
the task force, "fares generally have some relationship to the space that vehicle will occupy on 
board the vessel".  I have a pickup and 5th wheel trailer that measure 38ft. My cost under the 
proposed fare will be $14.00, with one driver for off peak.  Two medium to large cars or trucks 
will pay $12.50 with two drivers for off peak. The same two cars with A 90 day frequent user pass 
will pay $5.76 with two drivers. My RV & pickup with one driver will pay A higher cost in all cases 
compared to two vehicles and two drivers for the same deck space. This is not fair.  2) The 
proposed single fair for senior citizens is $0.75. The proposed frequent user pass good for 365 
days is also $0.75 per trip. There is no incentive for a senior citizen to purchase a frequent user 
pass. This could cause seniors to pay as they go instead of buying a pass.  If there is going to be a 
senior discount it should be less than the annual frequent user pass.  If seniors pay for each 
passenger trip it could cause more work for the person selling tickets.  This should be changed.  
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The majority of the fare increases should not fall on the frequent user pass for 90 days or island 
residents that own trailers.  This is excessive and unfair. 

• The car and driver should have 25 punches---If you commute you still go out on occasion.  Why 
not offer a 60 day discount @ $2.50 for $62.50? A 90-day discount is unrealistic. 

• It is surely time for the Guemes ferry to implement elderly and handicapped fares.  I would have 
thought that acceptance of federal money for the proposed parking lot would have necessitated 
compliance with federal requirements already. 

• Frequent user categories should be condensed and made more equitable for all frequent users.  
Selling books of boarding tickets to frequent users would expedite boarding and cut cost as it 
would eliminate the need for an extra crew member to sell and take tickets.   

 
Do you have specific comments about the proposed Summer schedule? 
• I think there should be some 20-minute runs in the early morning schedule as there are in the 

afternoons. 
• Ticket Books should replace punch cards and the schedule should be every twenty minutes all 

day, every day. This would maximize ferry throughput and really show ferry capacity, utilizing 
employees and equipment.  

• Should run ferry on demand-on the hour (6:30, 7:30, 8:30 9:25, break, 10:00, 11:00 [lunch 
12:15], 1:00, 2:00, 3:00 break 3:50, 4:15, 5:15, 6:15).  If cars are left, clean up the overflow. 
There should be management decisions, not "crew judgment calls".  The printed schedule should 
have language "Subject to change without notice".  In case the runs are out of sync, run until the 
ferry traffic is cleaned up.  How about some common sense? 

• The proposed changes in the ferry schedule make a lot of sense to me.  Waiting times will be 
reduced, and the ferry will be more efficient i.e. no more partially full doubles.  

• I support the holiday “eve” Friday schedule scenario. 
• We hope the 20-minute trip schedule will work.  A lot depends on all parties concerned (crew, 

management, Skagit County).  We DO NOT want to eh schedule extended beyond the current 
time limits. 

 
Do you have specific comments about the proposed Winter schedule? 
• Same as above.  (I think there should be some 20-minute runs in the early morning schedule as 

there are in the afternoons.) 
• A Winter schedule should reflect the use of the ferry.  Ticket taking seems to be the weak link in 

scheduling.  Streamlining this procedure will allow flexibility in frequency, matching demand when 
needed in peak times even in the Winter months. (study the ticketing issue more). 

• Run ferry on demand, on the hour, same as above.  If 3 trips are necessary, make them.  Let's not 
forget this is a public service, designed to move people/cars following the "Bridge Analogy".  Does 
a bridge shut down? 

• I support the holiday “eve” Friday schedule scenario. 
 
Are there any issues missing from the Round Table's Work Plan? 
• Extending the Monday-Thursday schedule to 7:00 or 8:00 PM. 
• Let’s make sure the underlying lack of leadership and good decision making by County/Ferry 

management isn’t permanently overlooked by transferring those responsibilities to volunteer and 
consultant resources.  The Roundtable should operate only alongside a specific transition plan to 
cure this long-term problem. 
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• Yes.  The order in which you discuss things in the round table.  First and foremost would be a 
management plan.  A manager with the ability to solve problems before it gets to the task force 
and consultant phase would save the taxpayer money. 

• Too much is left to "Round table." You must develop a solid management plan first to include 
policies and procedures. There must be a contract with appropriate language to cover the work 
place. (one being, "To work as directed"). 

• You are ahead of yourselves...We'll need improvements to the 6th St. parking before 
implementing the proposed fare increase.....where are walk-ons going to leave their cars?....Lot 
should be paved and lit for safety!  

• No comment. 
• Missing a good hard look at management and accountability.  
 
Other comments: 
• It appears that the only clients that use Berk are governments… How objective are they – would 

they have longevity if they found management needs to adapt and operate with current 
revenues?  Probably not! 

• Can the hospital taxing district reimburse the ferry for medical runs? Why isn’t there more effort to 
reduce cars by increasing Skagit Transit services (i.e. a bus service on the Island like we had when 
the regular ferry was not running)?  The Task Force did an outstanding job.  They deserve our 
thanks! 

• Why should anyone bother to reply to this survey when the Berk survey about a proposed 
schedule change was completely ignored by the 2004 Fare and Schedule Policy Report?  Surveys 
can be used as a diversion tactic to fool people into thinking they have an influence when the real 
goal is to throw out a smoke screen and exhaust any opposition.  I really don’t like to feel I am 
being bamboozled.  I’m sure your intent is good, but its effect will go nowhere if the past is any 
indication.   

• The Berk Associates are con artists.  They tried to con us.  Ignored many items.  Would not listen, 
just defend what they say!  Tax money wasted on Berk Associates.  ‘Ferry recommendation still an 
open issue,’ said Don Munks. 

• Having said what I have in my comments above, I have some additional comments:  1) I don’t 
see how the Ferry Crew can do three 20-minute runs in an hour.  2) I think the ferry crew 
management and the crew should have explicit requirements before instituting fee increases.  
Also all involved should be held accountable for these requirements or there is not way to change 
fees, schedules if this new program doesn’t work.  3) Also, again, I strongly feel that 20-minute 
runs prior to 6:00 PM are not going to solve the problems for those of us that work off-Island.  
Hence, my desire to extend Mon. – Thurs. schedule to 7:00 or 8:00 PM.  I would appreciate a 
faxed schedule of upcoming meetings, especially one that I understand is scheduled for Friday 
11/21.  

• Before analyzing how to be equitable to Walk-Ons and the Car and Driver you must address 
parking.  With construction of a city park and recent survey crews redesigning boarding lanes, 
taking parking away, there is no incentive to walk and leave your car even with low fares.  Did you 
know there is property available on the Guemes side just two houses away from the current ferry 
parking lot?  With a full time manager, who does not spend the entire time at the dock, it seems 
to be wasteful to add a fourth crew member to take tickets and pay the crew to schedule their 
own time.  Management should take the initiative to analyze procedures and costs before issues 
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are allowed to be made policy by county or crew.  A little more time to reflect and respond to the 
Task Force proposal is necessary to get adequate public comments and opinions. 

• Parking was not addressed.  Have you looked at the 6-14 year plan?  More property must be 
acquired.  There must be no change in the current dock configuration until parking lot is 
completed.  Even then it is not necessary.  There is a need to incorporate in a management plan 
some cost cutting.  The crew should not do the scheduling.  This would be a saving of $3600.00 
There needs to be an employee job evaluation yearly and it must fulfill the requirements of a job 
description. Here again, is good sound business management practice. This is a high handed 
approach to something that affects our everyday lives.  We have less than one week (Monday to 
Sat.) to look over the proposal.  The one public hearing on the island is on the 15th.  Then you 
want comments back on the 17th.  Some island people were not available for either the meeting 
and didn't have access to this survey.  This is very poor timing and planning. 'HERE COMES THE 
FREIGHT TRAIN'!  

• A) I am (at this point) okay trying this new schedule--- yet I don't think a 20 minute turn will work 
consistently....cars need to off and on-load before the ferry makes another trip.  The result would 
be many cancelled runs in order to catch - up to be on-schedule.  This would make you look bad!  
I think you'd be better off with a 30 minute turn.  Run a schedule you know will work for 
everyone.... and consider the fatigue and safety factors.  B) I would like to see this schedule run 
on a trial basis.  if it does not work and you still notice many cars at 6:00p.m. perhaps running the 
ferry until 7:00 or 7:30 p.m. might be your next course of action.....You might even consider a 
Wed. after 6:00 p.m. schedule to 7:00 - 8:00 p.m......someday!  C) Did I understand that 
improvements were to be added onto the ferry building ? i.e. office space? Also that "plus 100 
percent of Ferry Manager's time spent at the dock (excludes administrative time)....that seems 
unnecessary!!!  D) The ferry should start at 6:30 and run every 1/2 hour until 11:30.  Lunch 
break for crew then start at 1:00 p.m. and run every 1/2 hour until 6:00 p.m.  Based on 
passenger demand, i.e. if there is consistently more than 2 full loads in line at 6:00 p.m. then a 
7:00 p.m. should be scheduled. Try it for 6 months or so and if the 7:00 p.m. ferry fills up, 
schedule an 8:00 p.m..and, so on. 

• The Task Force recommendations report should explain briefly why extension of the ferry 
operating schedules is not considered.  Being quiet on the subject only leaves the Task Force 
open to criticism of insensitivity. 

• Panel should remember that all Guemes residents are here by choice and relish our rural, quiet 
way of life.  Those who find the ferry too limiting should rethink their choice of residence.  Those 
few who cannot work and live within our culture should not be allowed to change the entire way 
of life on Guemes by gentrifying the Island.  Too much change on Guemes will greatly and 
negatively impact our water capabilities, create sewer problems and affect the environment.  We 
are adamant in not wanting the ferry schedule extended. 
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COMMENTS RECEIVED FROM 25 EMAILS, FAXES AND LETTERS SUBMITTED 

 
Thanks for the invitation to the Guemes Ferry Meeting.  1) the schedule and fares at present are just 
fine with me.  Please don’t add extra runs after 6 PM.  One reason I live on Guemes is for the privacy.  
2) the addition of the “extra” crewmember is plain silly.  If any of the crew want to cheat, this won’t 
prevent.  3) IT AIN’T BROKE SO DON’T FIX IT. 
 
 
WHY!  Will residents who are not daily users of the ferry have to pay most of the ferry cost increase.  
Here is a brief summary:  1) Full time residents will pay a 56% increase in car/driver ticket daily costs 
and are asked to use the ferry more (use ticket in 90 days versus 120-day previous). 2) Frequent 
user car/driver get NO INCREASE (so the ferry which is overloaded now promotes more daily use by 
low daily rate).  3) trucks get by with NO Increase (there is a 3.5% increase in some isolated cases).  
4) Non frequent passenger full price ticket only get a 9.5% increase.  5) Residents pay more again for 
the elimination of ferry pass credit on trailers.  WHY! Are you putting most of the cost on the local 
resident who is usually on a fixed income. 
 
 
ONE:  A four person crew is not needed at any time.  With your proposed improvement on the dock 
should eliminate the fourth crew and expedite loading.  TWO: Three minutes is not enough time to 
load the ferry.  Why not start ten minutes before, for a eight minutes total, with two minute cut off 
time.  THREE: Never heard of a bridge having a manager or mechanic for just this one job. The 
mechanic you have now does very little and is unwilling to help collect tickets when extras are 
required. Why can't he be used as the fourth crewmember when needed?  The ferry used to run with 
two people for three trips, with NO full time mechanic, or manager.  Now with increased crew you are 
adding to the cost.  Limit the crew to three.  Use the county mechanics as they did in the past.  I hope 
you will take these suggestions for a more efficiently run ferry, as it has been in the past.  The people 
you have now can do the job well without increasing COST. 
 
 
On first reading this proposal sounded more like a plot than a “balanced” plan. It blatantly reveals the 
everlasting maneuvering to provide advantages to a chosen segment of customers. The generous 
expansion of daytime sailings, at a puny increase of only 17 cents per trip over the current cost, is a 
sweetheart deal for those who can qualify.   
 
Obviously that qualification was calculated on that segment’s place of residence and proximity to the 
ferry. Repeated Task Force comments at Saturday’s (11/15/03) meeting, that the idea was to get 
back to the “original intent” of the frequent user pass, confirmed my hunch. “Original intent” means a 
quietly hatched arrangement with County Commissioners years ago to let Guemes Island residents 
ride at exactly half the cost that I, as a non resident property tax payer on Guemes as well as other 
county properties, paid to drive aboard the ferry. 
 
Under that system, the schedule was also influenced primarily by island residents. That hasn’t 
changed much, as evidenced by the fact that expansion of evening service Monday through Thursday 
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to 8 or 10 pm wasn’t even a consideration in the proposal.  Nor is it realistic to believe that expanding 
daytime sailings to every 20 minutes will “reduce dissension between crew and customers.” Granted, 
there are passengers who will delight in seeing the crew run ragged trying to maintain an impossible 
schedule even if only 90% of the time.  
 
Let’s not expect the crew will get kudos for being on time 90% of the time, from customers who get 
there one of those times in the 10% (probably greater) bracket of inability to meet the schedule. 
People are quick to voice dissatisfaction if a store, bank, or their public library, post office, courthouse, 
isn’t open every minute of its posted time, regardless of reason. It won’t be any different at the ferry. 
The crew will get the brunt of the ire. 
 
It is indeed disappointing to see what is offered in this proposal in exchange for what it will and has 
already cost. It is quite a revelation to discover that disabled persons and seniors many of whom have 
no choice but use a car are allowed a 75 cent discount from the proposed base rate of $5.75 for 
driver and car. But if they were hale and hearty enough to cruise back and forth 20 days of the month 
they’d be awarded a hefty 65% discount.  
 
This proposal extravagantly increases service at a cost of only pennies to those who will use it heavily. 
It severely limits service by both restricted evening trips and outrageous increases in fares (from 55% 
to 130%) for the rest of the public. Instead of the proposal being “balanced” as stated, the 
appropriate word should be “biased.” 
 
 
There are three major shortcomings to this document, as follows:  
 
1. 20-minute service is badly needed in the mornings, from 6:30 AM to 11 AM.  It makes no sense 

to have half hour runs during the rush hour period in the morning, and then to have 20-minute 
service during the middle of the day.  Demand is already greater than the ferry capacity during 
some of the morning runs, and now to make matters worse, we will also lose 15 minutes at 9 
AM.  We must plan for the future, not the past.  I realize this adds a fourth person for a few more 
hours.  The schedule should first be developed to meet the demand, and then second, staffing 
needs determined to accomplish the schedule, not the other way around, which is what 
happened in this case.  

 
2. There is no mention in the entire document of anything relating to the issue of providing evening 

ferry service during the week, even though that is the biggest, most restrictive, and most talked 
about issue of all.  I believe that the heavy demand around 6 PM give a pretty good clue that 
people need service running later into the evening.  And it would cut down on the overtime 
problem with doubles, triples, quadruples and quintuples on the 6 PM run.  There is almost 
nowhere in the United States, with a public highway system, where people are locked in their 
neighborhood after 6 PM during the week.  I personally favor a 6 AM to 10 PM schedule Monday 
thru Thursday.  There are many people now who can barely make the 6 PM ferry due to work, 
etc., and having more runs earlier, while necessary to handle increased traffic loads, will not 
significantly cut down on the problem of ever increasing demand at 6 PM.  By far the best way to 
resolve this 6 PM issue is an actual vote of ALL users.  All users include full time and part time 
people, property owners, children (at least middle and high school), emergency services, a large 
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group of commercial users, delivery services, the school district, and many others.  A vote cannot 
be conducted with just a partial group of users!  And this vote needs to be accomplished in such 
a way so that one individual cannot vote more than once.  

 
3. The proposed frequent user fares go completely contrary to ideas expressed earlier, which are that 

they should not encourage more ferry travel than is necessary, and should encourage walk-ons 
where possible.  I believe there should be only one 25-trip frequent user ticket for car and driver 
which expires in 12 months, and only one 25-trip passenger ticket which expires in 12 months.  
This way, there is no incentive whatsoever, to use up your tickets before they expire.  The 
proposed plan incorporates the idea that the more you use the ferry, the cheaper it is.  And with 
the proposed plan, working people pay less per trip than retirees on a fixed income!  Even with 
the present system, if we walk on the ferry very often, it ends up costing more than driving on, 
because we would not use up our four month punch card, and pay for a walk on in addition.  This 
will get worse with the proposed system, further increasing the incentive to use the ferry as much 
as possible to save money.  This is not right and needs fixing! 

 
There are three other recommendations on scheduling improvements, as follows: 
 
1. The 7 PM to 8:30 PM gap (on weekends) is too long.  That could be reduced by 15-20 minutes, 

and still have time for the 40-45 minute dinner break.  The winter Saturday and Sunday schedule 
could be changed to 4:45 PM, 5:15 PM, 5:45 PM, 6:15 PM, 6:45 PM, and 7:15 PM.  (This also 
reduces the hour-long gap for the 15-minute break, to a 45-minute gap.)  The winter Friday 
schedule could add a 7:20 PM run.  The summer schedule could add a 7:20 PM run on Friday, 
Saturday, and Sunday.  

 
2. A 3 PM run is needed on Sunday year around and a 3 PM run is needed on Saturday in the 

winter.   
 
3. The 3:10 PM, 3:30 PM, 3:50 PM, and 4:10 PM runs on Monday thru Friday and also on summer 

Saturdays and Sundays could all be scheduled 10 minutes earlier, to allow for the 15-minute 
break.  There isn't enough time for the break in the present plan.  

 
I am not happy with the concept of a four-person crew any more than anybody else, but my 
suggestions above assume that the only way we can achieve 20-minute service, is with a four-person 
crew.  And 20-minute service is mandatory to handle our growing traffic load. 
 
Many of the other recommendations in the proposal package have a lot of merit.  But the above 
items, needs to be addressed. 
 
 
Thank you for all the hours of work that you have put in on this project. 
 
Despite your hard work I have several concerns that I hope you will be able to address.  First, the 
morning schedule is already quite tight with absolutely no certainty of being able to get on the 7:00-
10:00 a.m. runs unless we arrive very early or arrange to have a car on the other side and then walk 
on.  Since, people need to get to work or to appointments in the a.m., this is a major inconvenience.  
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With the new schedule it appears as if that problem will be even worse.  We need more morning runs 
not less! 
 
Second, although I realize that fares probably need to be increased, the proposed fare schedule has 
some major flaws.  I'm guessing that you are attempting to provide a reasonable cost for working 
people that have to go across every day.  However, the proposed fares provide an incentive to go into 
town every day in your car.  This will just add to the problems of long lines.  Right now many islanders 
use frequent user passes for several vehicles and we barely make 25-trips in the allowed 4 months. 
 
The new proposal of non-transferable cards and shorter expiration time will encourage us and others 
to take our vehicles more often and ride our bicycles or walk less often.  People really do respond to a 
financial incentive to walk-on or go to town less often.  Please consider some alternatives that reward 
the behavior that you wish to encourage. 
 
It appears as if the management and commissioners have been reluctant to take the "bull by the 
horns" and make tough decisions.  I realize that our ferry is complex and involves many management 
issues (union, schedule, demanding customers, needs for maintenance, Coast Guard rules, etc.) and 
everyone involved has different ideas.  However, the use of expensive consultants has simply 
increased the costs and there still remains the need to make tough decisions and to manage the 
operation more proactively.  I would implore you to manage and decide and get the ball rolling so 
that we get more for our fares. 
 
Thank you for your hard work on this important issue. 
 
 
Thank you for your hard work and thoughtful consideration of the matters before you.  I especially 
appreciate the goal that you set to make the time of service to and from the island more predictable 
by emphasizing scheduled service over demand service.  When our family was younger we had a little 
ditty, the lyrics of which consisted of the ferry sailing times, that we sang in the car on the way to the 
island.  The proposed schedule will be harder to set to music.  
 
Extending scheduled service on weekday holiday evenings is an idea so simple and logical that I wish 
I had thought of it. 
 
I can't restrain myself from getting into the issue of extending weekday service past 6:00 P.M. The 
uncertainty of the islanders about whether the ferry is to connect them to the world or keep the world 
out would seem to be the reason for the Task Force's one deviation from the principle that the ferry 
will sail as scheduled rather than on demand. I suspect that very few of those who want to leave the 
Monday through Thursday "schedule" as it is would accept a single six o'clock departure.  Maybe the 
time will come when the ferry will be seen as a tool in a transportation system not a land use 
planning device.  The ferry needs to meet the demands placed upon it to move people and their 
possessions.  Those who are concerned about the impact of population growth in their island 
neighborhood need to focus their concerns on the land use planning process just like other Skagit 
county residents must do. Let the ferry do its job. 
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I am concerned that there is a "dis-incentive" to conserve auto use in the frequent user card fee.  We 
always ask "Is this trip necessary? Can we do it without the car?" I don't know if our thinking will 
change but if the cost per trip is less for using the car more often we might be tempted. 
 
Thank you once again for taking the time to listen to us. 
 
 
I appreciate the fact that changes must be made, and that users need to bear more financial 
responsibility, however I do disagree in the following ways with your conclusions: 
 
1. Both my husband and myself are seniors.  We have a small place on the island, but do not live 

there.  We purchase the 13-trip, 90-day pass.  I really wish you would preserve the 13-trip pass 
for seniors.  On the last state ferry I rode (To Port Angeles) the senior discount also applied to the 
car.  That would be a little more fair.  Would you consider that as well? 

2. Why would you create a schedule, so tight, the likelihood of being able to maintain it is almost 
nonexistent?  

3. Even if the crew could operate on a 20-minute schedule, aren't you drastically increasing the 
likelihood of mechanical breakdown from excessive use?  

4. Why would you have that little ferry zooming back and forth with little or no load?  There has been 
more than one occasion when our car was the only car, with the existing schedule. It is not hard 
to imagine many empty runs, especially in the winter.  

5. I totally disagree with your comment about increasing conflicts between the customer and crew.  I 
suspect that there must be one or several on the task force that hold some kind of malice against 
some members of the crew.  That would explain the desire to keep them running fast all day long 
whether it's necessary or not.  

6. I strongly disagree with not allowing the crew some discretion.  They are the only ones in a 
position to know when a run isn't necessary.  Especially since the runs are scheduled so tight.  
That just seems ridiculous. Is it not possible for government to operate with a little common 
sense?  

 
I also appreciate that many of you are not paid for your time and have spent many hours on this.  
Thank you for your efforts.  
 
 
Thanks to the ferry committee for all the hard work. The document is very clear and easy to follow. 
Not that I agree with everything.  
 
re: schedules 
• Fixed schedule is a very nice idea.  No more worrying about if there will be an overrun.  I am not 

sure why the 20-minute crossings are afternoon and not morning.  The hardest ferries to catch 
are always the 9, 10, and 11.  I have never had a problem with any afternoon ferry (barring 
special circumstances).  

• HOORAY for a Sunday schedule which matches the rest of the week.  Also Hooray for moving the 
long break to 7 to 8:30, instead of the really horrid 8 to 9:30.   

• I am really sorry that no one is speaking for the minority of us who want ferry service extended 
beyond the 6pm week night cutoff.  I think the voice of "head in the sand" is too loud.  
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re: rates  
• I have no problem with the rate changes--it's about time.  We've had it too good too long.  I do 

have a problem with giving the biggest rate reduction to the frequent abusers--those people who 
feel the need to go to town every day or even more than once a day.  What about those of us 
who save ferry space by going to town once or twice a week? I thought the idea was to encourage 
this type of behavior.  

• There are way too many categories of punch cards. Who would want the tiny savings of a 20 
punch for a year card for example.  And why more than one kind of card for walkers--shouldn't we 
be encouraged.  What's wrong with the way it is now.  I haven't heard anyone complain.  

 
 
The issues addressed by the Task Force are complex and often controversial and I appreciate the 
considerable time and effort Task Force members, especially the unpaid Guemes community 
volunteers, put in to arrive at this report. While the report as a whole seems thorough and balances 
many conflicting issues, I do have a few questions: 
 
I will set aside my disappointment the Task Force did not find any way to implement the County's 
stated policy of encouraging walk-on traffic. Why did the Task Force choose to reward those who take 
vehicles across on the ferry most often by giving them the greatest discount? 
 
This seems counterintuitive and contradictory to me, especially since the Task Force chose not to limit 
the exercise of that privilege to one trip per person day. Does the Task Force's definition of a 
commuter include those who take a vehicle across on the ferry two or more times a day? What limits 
will be in place to prevent someone from buying two 20/30 car and driver cards in, say, 45 days? Will 
the Task Force recommend limiting the sale of frequent user cards to one per vehicle per period? 
 
Page 10: "Fares do not cover the maintenance of the vessel and docks..." "Taxpayers are responsible 
for 100% of the cost of the capital and maintenance of bridges in the County." 
 
Page 11: "Revenue from fares should equal: 100% of ferry crew wages and benefits...fuel and 
insurance...ferry Manager's time at the dock..."  
 
Given these two principles, why on page 19 is the mechanic included, a person dedicated to the 
maintenance of the vessel and docks and not a member of the crew? And how can the Task Force 
include the ferry manager who is not part of vessel operations or maintenance but rather is part of 
County administration? 
 
Why do you publish a schedule that requires a 4th crew person to accomplish but not include the 
wages and benefits for that crewperson in the fares to be collected?  
 
Page 11: "The Task Force recognizes that this change [in fare formula] would result in significant 
impacts on fares." The Task Force clearly has a good idea of what those "impacts" are. Why not tell us 
now what the fares may likely be in Phase 4? 
 
What mechanisms are in place to lower fares should surpluses be generated?  
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It is difficult for me to believe that a "Task Force" that is intended to represent the whole island, does 
not even address an issue that the island is split over: whether or not to extend the ferry hours 
Monday - Thursday.   How can the county ignore the 50% of the riders that would like to see that 
happen?  We have real inconveniences and real costs that go with our reasons for wanting the hours 
extended - whether they be work-related, school-related, or whatever - they are real transportation 
issues.  And despite the caution that is given by some member of the ferry committee at every public 
ferry meeting: "Now, we have to remember that the ferry is not a growth issue...it is a transportation 
issue," I have never yet heard an argument for not extending the ferry hours that is not growth related.  
 
Most of the arguments I have heard involve the adverse effect extending the hours will have because 
of the hoards of people who will now be coming to the island because they can get here after work 
from far-off places, and how that will destroy the tranquility of our island.  We live right on one of the 
major island roads, and I honestly, do not notice much difference in the traffic level on Sunday night, 
which is the night that should be used in any comparison because it is essentially a weekday night, 
and any other weekday night.  In fact, I think if you did make comparisons between what it is like 
now, and what it was like before extending the ferry until 10:00pm on Sundays, there would be very 
little difference.  Most of the people I talk to about the ferry that do not live here are not deterred 
because of that 6:00 final run during the week, but because of the ferry, period.  If people are afraid 
the island will grow too much, it should be handled in other ways - not through the ferry system. 
 
In contrast, I was amazed at how much time was spent creating a confusing fixed schedule (We're 
going to have to carry a schedule with us all the time!) when your survey said that almost 89% of the 
people wanted it to remain as is, with double runs on demand, and only 1.6%...1.6%!...wanted all 
trips to be scheduled.  Why was there even a survey when something that 50% of the people are for 
was not even addressed and something that only 1.6% wanted was adopted? It's hard to 
comprehend how this task force is meeting the needs of the riders on schedule issues. 
 
Regarding the fixed schedule, reference was made to the tension between the crew and customers.  
Again, your survey said that 93.9% of all respondents were "extremely satisfied" or "satisfied" with 
overall service and safety, and 95.5% felt that way about the performance and service of the Ferry 
Crew... where is this tension?  The only complaints regarding double runs that I ever heard about were 
at the 11:00 ferry, and I believe that has been worked out with a little communication and 
understanding of policies.  I think most people understand that if you are there and cannot get on 
because there are too many cars, there will be a double...what could meet the demand better than 
that?  And that makes it easy for us as islanders to decide when to go down to the ferry...if I need to 
be there right after a scheduled run, I make sure to get there very early. In contrast, if I don't, I can 
spend that extra 15-20 minutes at home and get there at the last minute, because if I'm on a second 
run, it doesn't matter. 
 
In looking at the new "fixed" schedule, the first thing I noticed right away is the placement of the 
morning 15-minute break for the crew.  The busiest morning time continues through the 9:00 run.  
More often than not, the 8:30 ferry leaves people behind and there is a double on the 9:00.  With 
the new schedule, anyone left on the 8:30 run will now not get to Anacortes until 9:30 at the earliest, 
and if there is an overload on the 9:15, you won't be able to make it to most places in Anacortes until 
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after 10:00.  Under the current schedule, the ferry crew should have plenty of time for a 15-minute 
break before the 10:00 run, even after a double 9:00, and the riders are not left sitting after an 
overload while the crew takes its break. 
 
Another comment is regarding the 2-minute "cut-off" time...what does that mean at the 6:00 
ferry...you must be there by 5:58 or you may not get home?  People do pull up at the last minute at 
all ferry runs, and sometimes that may delay sailing by a minute... and I know how frustrating it will be 
to sit there for two minutes with the ferry loaded and just sitting there with more space available, 
knowing I have to wait for 30 minutes or more for the next one...so I will try to get there two minutes 
before the scheduled run, even though sometimes that will not be possible.  But I want to know for 
sure what that means at the end of the day...is it 5:58 or 6:00?  It makes a difference.             
 
 
WHY SO MANY FARE SCHEDULES?   WHAT IS THE PROBLEM WITH FREQUENT 20 FARES CAR AND 
DRIVER GOOD UNTIL USED?  WHY FREQUENT CAR AND DRIVER 20 FARES AND PASSENGER  25  
FARES?  SEEMS AS THOUGH WE HAVE COMPLICATED THE BOOKKEEPING. 
 
MAKE IT SIMPLE. 
 
IF I AM  LATE AND GET TO THE FERRY BY 6:O5 P.M. I MUST WAIT TILL THE NEXT DAY, RENT A 
ROOM, SLEEP IN MY CAR?  I WOULD RATHER PAY THE CREW FOR A EXTRA RUN.  WHAT IS THE 
COST FOR EXTRA RUN FUEL AND WAGES?  HARD AND FAST REGULATIONS WELL OK, THE FERRY 
MUST SURVIVE. 
 
 
I have studied the 2004 Fare and Scheduled Proposal Package, dated Nov. 6, 2003. The document 
reflects valuable work on the part of the committee, the county and the consultants.  
 
There are however a number of areas in which the document fails both completeness and logical 
consistency. 
 
A. Problems with the ‘bridge analogy’ 
B. Discriminatory Scheduling 
C. Equity in fare structure  
D. Implementation of new fare structure 
 
A - Problems with the ‘bridge analogy’:  In order to argue by analogy all parameters applicable to 
the examples used, must both be included and be consistent:   
 
 IF A = B AND B = C THEN A = C 
 
In the case of the bridge analogy, there are a number of parameters  that, by their omission render 
the analogy invalid. The report does not identify the parameters that were used in applying the 
analogy other than “...a county bridge, though one with unique features that requires a toll...” [page 
10]. 
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• Does the analogy provide for the personnel necessary to collect the ‘bridge toll’  
• Are the hours of operation [schedule] consistent with those of the ferry?  
• Are the number of vehicles similarly limited?    
• What assumptions were made about the bridge itself [fixed vs. moveable, and the associated 

operational and maintenance differential]. 
 
The Report states [page 10], that [the bridge analogy ] “...premise is easy to explain, intuitive...”, in 
explaining fare revenue cost recovery.  It appears that an overly simplified and logically inconsistent  
methodology may have been used to calculate the costs. The cost and fee structure needs to be 
reevaluated with a defined, identified [published], consistent set of ‘analogy’ parameters and 
assumptions. The resulting cost allocations for the bridge also need to be included for comparison - 
[page 13, sidebar extension - ‘comparative cost to operate a bridge’, and page 19, comparative bridge 
detail]. If the ‘bridge analogy’ can not be validated, then a model that can be, must be used.   
 
B - Discriminatory Scheduling: The second area of concern is the manner in which operating hours 
for the ferry were determined. If the ‘bridge analogy’ is to be applied to the cost structure, then 
consistency and equity requires that it also be applied to matters of scheduling.  
 
While I am not suggesting 24/7 ferry operation {as a bridge would provide], I do stress the need for 
reality rather than emotion in setting a schedule. To suggest that a bridge [toll or otherwise] be closed 
at 6 p.m. four out of seven days would be absurd.  
 
The Guemes Ferry operates as part of the Skagit County public transportation system. Any indication 
that operating hours for the ferry are influenced by, “...islanders adamant that the last published run be 
at 6 p.m.” 1 , or similar attempts to create a de facto “gated community”, and/or limit growth by 
restricting access to and from the Island, are clearly unlawful and would be quickly and successfully 
challenged in court. No rational was provided to justify the asymmetric scheduling. In contrast, the 
Whatcom County [Lummi Island] ferry operates on a regular and nondiscriminatory schedule seven 
days a week, providing similar service [capacity, route, etc.].  
 
Guemes is not a ‘private’ island. The Guemes ferry is a ‘public county’ asset. Clear, nondiscriminatory 
and legally defensible rational for terminating service at 6 p.m., Monday through Thursday, needs to 
be provided. Identification of which holidays would qualify under the Monday exception [page 7], also 
needs to be made. 
 
C - Equity in fare structure: The Committee has taken great care to adjust the relative equity at both 
ends of the fare structure. There are however inequities that remain.  
 
One is again derived from the bridge analogy. The ferry fare structure charges for passengers in 
vehicles. Although this is common practice in the ferry market [the Washington State Ferry does as 
well], it is an anomaly in the ‘bridge analogy’; toll bridges, tunnels or roads do not make such a 
distinction.  
 

                                               
1Steve Flude in Skagit Valley Herald 11/5/2003 - A3  
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A second concerns the issue of equity  in setting fares. The report states [page 13], that: 
  
“Fares should be applied and enforced on a consistent basis”; and “Vehicles should pay in proportion 
to the space they consume”. While also stating [page 13], “... Larger vehicles are assessed higher fares 
and smaller vehicles, like motorcycles, are charged less than the base car and driver fare.”;  
 
In spite of the above remarks, no provision is made in the rate structure for frequent [motorcycle] 
users. Equity requires that a proportionate frequent user schedule be adopted for this class of vehicle. 
The fare structure [page 14] recommends that a motorcycles [less than 10 feet in length] fare be 
”...equal to half the standard vehicle fare.” 
 
D - Implementation of new fare structure: The phasing out of all classes of 'pre purchased' frequent 
user ferry tickets has not been addressed. Since the ticket represents a contract between Skagit 
County and the ticket holder, it must continue to be accepted through its completion or expiration, 
whichever comes first. Not to do so would be a breach of contract on the part of the County and 
subject to civil penalties.  
 
I again commend the Committee, the County and the consultants on their continuing efforts in these 
matters. 
 
 
I have no problem with any of your recommendations, and would like to thank you for all your time 
and effort in preparing this well-thought-out proposal.  I especially appreciate that the last weekday 
ferry will remain 6 pm. 
 
 
My family has lived full-time on Guemes for 10 years.  I just read the "2004 Fare and Schedule 
Proposal Package" from the "Task Force."  It shows a lot of time invested but has very little to do with 
the very expensive independent management analysis regarding the ferry schedule. 
 
The item that affects the most people, even though it is the most controversial, was totally ignored: 
extending the schedule past 6 PM, Monday through Thursday. 
 
Much was included about other items of service when 94% of all respondents were either extremely 
satisfied or at least satisfied with current service and safety. 
 
The ferry schedule was "tweaked" to no end regarding double runs, scheduled runs, etc, when 88% 
wanted it left alone.  So the Task Force spent all this time for the 1.6% of the respondents who said 
they were dissatisfied, while 45+% of all respondents wanted the schedule extended, and 50% of 
those who use the ferry daily wanted an extended schedule. 
 
Again, 50% of the people who use the ferry the most, want the schedule expanded in the evening. 
Yet the idea was ignored.  Apparently, more time was spent on how to charge motorcycles - big, 
small, sidecar, etc. 
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For us who are in the 50% of the Islanders who want the extended schedule, there are real costs. 
Many times, even small shifts in work hours, meetings, etc., can mean lost jobs, income, and if you 
have to stay off Island, lost family time. Again, it's not just me, it's about 50% of the Islanders that are 
in the same boat (or missed the boat in these cases). These are real "right now" issues, not "maybe" 
issues like "there may be more houses built" or other doomsday ideas.  These are real, right now, 
transportation issues.   
 
Remember the "public outcry" and comments about the store...kids getting run over in the street 
going for an ice cream, massive traffic jams when car loads of people jammed the craft loft, drunken 
kids and hunters from beer and wine sales, it will just open the door for...?  Now? Anyone who says 
that the store hasn't been great for the Island is "way out there" and doesn't have a grip on reality. 
 
It's apparent the County will have to take the lead here because the Task Force won't. I would 
propose a trial period, say from April thru September - that would include three months of school and 
the summer months - possibly from 6:00 or 6:30 until 10:00pm. This could be done with a little  
effort and moderate cooperation from those involved. 
 
Remember, the other ferry systems have late runs with no ill effects.  To ignore the whole issue is not 
right. When a "Task Force" that is supposed to represent the whole Island ignores half of them, no 
matter how you "spin it", it's wrong. 
 
 
I own property on Guemes Island and use the ferry 10 – 20 times throughout the year.  I have read 
the Guemes Island Ferry Task Force report and find it to be very thoughtful and well prepared.  I agree 
with the concept of a completely fixed schedule with expedited trips through the busy part of the day.  
This will remove much of the contention over when to make the trips.  However I disagree with one 
of the current and recommended policies: 
 
I do not agree that the frequent user discount should remain at 65% for autos.  A quote from the 
study: 
 
“Approximately 85% of all trips are made using a frequent user card. The discounts provided are 
generous in comparison with other ferry systems.” 
 
The frequent users are the vast majority of the users and are the ones causing the need for such 
frequent trips and increased staffing.  These users should not be encouraged to use the boat more 
and increase costs further.  I suggest that the frequent user discount for vehicles be reduced to a 
range of approximately 15% and the discount for frequent passenger use be increased to 80% to 
discourage vehicle commuting and encourage walk-on commuting.  There are no realistic fiscal 
reasons for such dramatic and artificial discounts for vehicles. 
 
DISCONTINUE OR DRASTICALLY REDUCE THE VEHICLE FREQUENT USER DISCOUNT 
 
 
I am submitting my comments on the above subject proposal in writing as an individual Guemes 
Island property owner, Skagit County tax payer and Guemes ferry rider.  Since I am a member of the 
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task force and privileged to much more information than the average rider, I felt that those that 
attended the 11/15/03 meeting for public input should be heard at that time.  It has been sometime 
since there has been a fare increase in accordance with the County Resolution #11939.  It is true that 
the ferry usage has increased significantly over the past 20 years and that changes in schedule, due to 
demand, are necessary.  Also it’s true that the task force was told at the 10/24/03 meeting that 
continued deliberation on the subject would not be allowed and this, unfortunately, drove the 
outcome of the Task Force recommendations to the Commissioners. 
 
My comments will cover three areas 1) phased fares implementation and procedures 
implementation, 2) Resolution #11939 shortages and resulting Fare increase justification and 3) 
Other Considerations. 
 
1. Phased fare implementation should follow the successful implementation of the schedule 

changes and non-transferability of the frequent user ticket. The reasons for this 
recommendation are as follows: 

• The crew has indicated to many riders that they do not feel that the proposed staffing for 
the 20 and 30 minute runs is workable. Public Works has also expressed reservation 
about the schedule workability. The fare increase and schedule procedures were 
recommended to the commissioners based on improved service considerations and 
correction of ferry ridership demand issues. If the current recommendations do not 
work, only the revenue problem will have been solved. 

• If future cost containment is successful then the fares may not be lowered and still 
participate in the county ferry deficit reimbursement program. Therefore increasing the 
fares too rapidly to meet the Resolution #11939 100% target would be a mistake. 

 
2. Resolution #11939 shortfalls triggered the current need for the fares review.  The shortfall in 

revenues would be significantly reduced and/or contained if the following factors are 
addressed by the county as requested by the Task Force. A phased approach to fares 
implementation would give time for the county to resolve these cost and revenue issues prior to 
excessive fare increases. 

• Public works and the County Auditor departments should work together to solve the cash 
handling procedures in a manner similar to the Lummi ferry, rather than adding a 4th crew 
member. (Whatcom County has not had a state audit finding in their cash handling 
procedures for the Lummi ferry and operates a 20 minute schedule with a crew of three). 
Cost about $100,000 per year.  

• A new category of crew wages called “Leave Wages” starting in 1998 added $60-80,000 
per year with out offsets in other crew wages.  

• The increase of 25% (about $140,000 annually) to operating costs in the last two years.   
• The random variability of the revenue from the motor vehicle fuel tax attributable to the 

ferry (variations of $24,000 to $158,000 per year).  
• The cost of paying the crew for non-operating time at shift change Monday – Thursday 

that amounts to 830 hours per year or $16,000 annually.  
 
3. Other considerations 

• The membership of the Task Force group had appropriate representation to recommend 
solutions for the issues at hand. 
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• The Ferry Committee and ferry users need to be advised on the status of the ferry operations/ 
management procedures and policies that Berk and associates were contracted to perform 
with the county. 

• The recognition of the Guemes Island Ferry Committee as the elected representatives of the 
ferry users is long overdue. The language proposed in the Charter delivered to the 
commissioners 11 months ago would be appropriate. 

 
 
For the record, we would like to see the Guemes Island ferry service extended to something later than 
6:00 PM Mondays through Thursdays. 
 
I am a full time resident of Guemes Island and, while I was in the ferry line a couple of day sago, I 
picked up a copy of the Preliminary Task Force Recommendations November 7, 2003 i.e. the “2004 
Fare and Schedule Proposal Package.”  My wife and I read through the proposal that evening and we 
were amazed at what we saw (or more correctly what we didn’t see).  There were 19 pages of 
recommendations, with 80% discussing fare proposals, 20% discussing schedule proposals and NOT 
ONE WORD OF DISCUSSION ABOUT EVEN CONSIDERING ADDING ADDITIONAL FERRY RUNS 
BEYOND 6:00 PM MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY.  I couldn’t believe it.  The subject was never 
even brought up.  The closest thing I could find was on page 5 after the first bullets “the schedule 
should be designed to meet the demand (Task Force emphasis) within the currently defined (6:00 
PM cutoff) schedule day.”  Thinking there must be some kind of mistake here I went to my computer 
and logged on and brought up the “Guemes Island Ferry Committee” web site.  There I found 
summaries of every meeting that occurred over the past 6 months or so.  I checked every summary 
(all 10 of them) and the ONLY reference I could find about this issue was in the summary of meeting 
number 7 on September 19, 2003 “also discussed was to think (my emphasis) about possibly 
extending the 6:00 PM boat to 6:30 PM on Monday through Thursday.”  One sentence.  That’s it. 
 
It seems to me that our Ferry Committee is living in a fantasy world when it comes to this issue.  They 
think that by putting 15 ferry runs at 20 minute intervals from 1:00 to 6:00 PM the problem will be 
solved because it will take the load off the last ferry run.  First of all, it can’t be done  one little glitch (a 
tug or a barge going by, a tanker going by, a car can’t get started, etc.) and, no matter how hard the 
crew safely tries, you will be late with absolutely no way to make up time to get back on schedule.  
Secondly, the real reason the last ferry run is always full and runs extra trips is because people simply 
want to travel then or later (but this is their only option.)  I used to work for an airline and know that if 
you want to stay in business you fly when people want to travel, not when it is convenient for the 
airline or you will soon be out of business.  Fortunately for Skagit County it can’t be put out of 
business but I can, and will, give lousy service with this ferry schedule.   
 
I have heard people say that the vast majority of island residents want the schedule cut off time left 
along but just about everyone I talk to would like to see the hours extended somewhat.  I think that 
“vast majority” quote comes from the survey done a year or so ago but in my opinion that survey was 
totally unscientific and was done in such a way as to allow just about anyone to “vote” whether they 
lived on the island or not (or even to vote more than once if they wanted to).  The Skagit County 
“discussion draft” in 2002 states that given the growth in demand for ferry service in the past two 
decades and the fact that ridership is projected to continue to grow in the next 15 years, there may 
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well be reasonable justification to expand weekday service to 9:30 PM.  The Ferry Committee should 
be at least discussing this issue sometime during their scheduled meetings.   
 
Our County Commissioners are missing the boat here, too.  The ferry isn’t owned by the people of 
Guemes Island – it’s owned by the people of Skagit County.  They have an obligation to provide a 
service which benefits all the residents of the county, not just a select few.  Just 31% of the ferry cost 
is paid for by fare revenue (page 10 of Task Force Recommendations).  The rest is tax dollars from 
people all over the county.  They all have a right to use public transportation and roads more than just 
12 hours a day.   
 
I get the feeling that there might be some people out there who are suing the ferry schedule issue for 
their own private interests as a “zoning tool” or using the argument that “it was that way when I grew 
up so we don’t need to change it now.”  Are these the same people who were so adamant against 
the store?  I think that just about everyone would say now that the store is a definite plus on the 
island.  If these people were around then I wonder how they would have felt about change when 
electric power was brought to the island, or when the island got telephone service?  The Guemes 
Island ferry is supposed to be serving the needs of people of Skagit County.  This ferry schedule and 
fare proposal will not do that. 
 
 
I commend the Ferry Committee on the time and effort that went into this process.  I realize that fare 
increases were necessary and that the task of spreading out the increase would indeed be a difficult 
one.  In the schedule arena, I’m particularly pleased that week-day runs were not extended into the 
evenings and that extra runs will be made during peak hours.  These extensions within the schedule 
will stretch the capabilities of the existing infrastructure without mandating the excessive costs to the 
taxpayers and rate payers that extension of operating hours would bring. 
 
I do have several concerns with the current policies: 

• The new fare schedules do nothing to promote walk/bike on commuting 
• Modern ticketing would allow a three-person crew to make three runs an hour – management 

or a consulting firm must take the lead to find a COST-EFFECTIVE, EFFICIENT SOLUTION.  The 
current state of inaction is deplorable and will make the status quo an institution. 

• We need to establish a protocol for DEMOCRATICALLY deciding if weeknight service extension 
is desired or necessary. 

• The committee must address infrastructure needs BEFORE they become critical. 
 
1. The new fare schedules do nothing to promote walking/biking on.  The proposed fare 

structure encourages people to drive MORE often, not less.  Making the boat (and parking) more 
passenger-friendly will extend the usefulness of our current-sized vessel.  Extra runs go even 
further when bicycle commuters allow three or four more cars to MAKE the 6:30 AM run, and 
likewise, more cars make the 6:00 PM runs.  Bikes and passengers take up fare less space than 
cars.  I was outraged that the bicycle surcharge would make my bike commuting as expensive as 
driving on when all of the bikes on the 6:30 AM run put together wouldn’t take up as much space 
as a single Morris Mini.  I have heard rumor that frequent bike commuters will have some 
exception, and I certainly hope this is true. 
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Because I primarily do the “right thing” by walking/biking on, my drive-on cards often expire under the 
current system.  They will expire even more often under the new guidelines.  I am greatly in support 
of an idea proposed by Gary Casperson that those people who make multiple round trips per day 
should face a higher charge for those supernumerary trips.  This and other very progressive solutions 
to the fare system are impossible with the 19th century ticketing system that has been foisted upon 
us.  I will address this in point 2 of my letter. 
 
2. Modern ticketing would allow a three-person crew to make three runs an hour.  

Management or a consulting firm must take the lead to find a COST-EFFECTIVE, EFFICIENT 
solution.  The current state of inaction is deplorable and will make the status quo an 
institution. 

 
Although I do not object to fare increase, I expect the most efficiency for the taxpayer’s dollar.  The 4-
person crew ticketing system is akin to putting roller blades on a donkey to increase its speed.  The 
State gave the County a mandate to clean up the ticketing procedure. 
 
The stopgap system that was implemented must not be made a permanent solution.  Once this 
position is codified with the Boatmen’s Union, it will be virtually impossible to remove from the labor 
contract (e.g. firemen on the railroads after the elimination of steam engines).  This is a perfect 
example of inefficient management.  Systems exist NOW that would allow non-residents to buy a 
ticket self-serve.   
 
Automated systems would decrease cost and improve speed.  At any major Diamond parking lot in 
Seattle, you can put a credit card or cash into a machine that will give you a parking validation ticket.  
They must not be that expensive or they wouldn’t make sense for an operation on the scale of a 
single parking lot.  A commuter pre-paid card could be inserted into the same machine to dispense a 
ticket.  The ticket taker could then just verify that the correct fare was paid.  Likewise, turnpikes on the 
east coast do not make regular commuters stop, pay a fare and exchange a ticket.  A window sticker 
with a bar code is read by a scanner.  This type of system is easily linked to a computer system which 
would certainly satisfy the state’s auditing requirements. 
 
The biggest benefits would be speed, perfect tracking of ridership data trends and the ability to 
institute real progressive fare structures.  People who actually commute could be given one round trip 
per day at a discount, senior citizens could receive a discount, etc… 
 
At the estimated $90,000 per year per crew member, the overhead would be recouped quickly and 
savings would begin to accrue.  If the existing technology is unreliable, would Diamond and the 
turnpikes risk it?  Move into the current century! 
 
3. We need to establish a protocol for DEMOCRATICALLY deciding if weeknight service extension is 

desired or necessary. 
 
Although the current committee did not address this issue, it must be dealt with soon. In this current 
process, we had a near miss with service extension.  The worst aspect of this is that we have no 
protocol for deciding this issue.  Ferry extension would certainly increase costs of ferry operation.  
Given the precept that the ferry fares must pay for operational costs, increased operational hours 
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would be necessity increase fares.  If the county want to increase taxation for some infrastructure such 
as a water system or a school district, a LID or levy must be voted upon.  I propose that such a voting 
policy with a mandate of a 60% majority of registered island voters be made policy for extending ferry 
hours.   
 
The hours extension is also a quality of life issue dear to many island residents.  In the literature 
against Proposition #2 we were promised that the current commission system would “prevent urban 
sprawl” and “protect the rural lifestyle.” In such a vein, I petition our commissioners to act as our 
advocates in promoting this democratic policy and truly represent their constituents and not “those 
people from Seattle” we were told to fear. 
 
4. The committee must address infrastructure needs BEFORE they become critical. 
The disappearance of our parking to the new city park and the lack of development of our 
inconvenient replacement parking are good examples of why infrastructure must be planned in 
advance of need.  The distance between our new parking and the ferry inhibits walk on use and use 
by those who are aged, infirm, or simply transporting small children and groceries.  Recently, the 
current parking area on the Guemes side has been filling up even on weekdays in the winter.  
Rearrangement of the walk on ramps and ferry passenger areas would allow passengers to cross 
safely and speed up loading/offloading operations.  The ferry is ripe for an ADA lawsuit.  The 
community and county need to be proactive instead of reactive to provide for future needs. 
 
 

Islander’s Response: Critique and Analysis 
 
The fare and schedule proposal package must be tabled until some significant management 
issues are resolved.  These issues include: 
 
Credibility.  Statements on page 19 of the Proposal are false.  It is not true, under the requirements 
of Resolution 11939, that three insignificant shortfalls mandate a rate increase.  First of all, resolution 
11939 provided surpluses each year from 1990 to 2000.  After 2000, shortfalls were $21,665 in 
2001-2 and $47,675 in 2000-1.  The $152,607 reported in 2002-3 is a direct result of including the 
wages of the mechanic and ferry manager in “crew wages and benefits” on page 19 of the proposal.  
These wages, amounting to a total of $131,337, have never been included as “crew wages” in prior 
years.  Subtracting these amounts, erroneously included in “crew wages” on page 19, results in an 
actual shortfall of $20,629 in 2002-3, an insignificant amount. 
 
Resolution 11939 has not been broken, although it appears that the current ferry management might 
be. 
 
Misallocation of costs.  (see also page 19).  The ferry manager is not a member of the crew, but 
their supervisor.  His salary and benefits, which exceed $66,000, should not be bundled with the 
costs that are recoverable through fares.  Resolution 11939, the governing document, clearly states 
that the manager’s wages are not to be included for fare determination. 
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Mismanagement issues: Steve Cox, the manager’s responsibilities, include scheduling the crew.  He 
is currently paying a crew member $300 per month to do this, which adds $3,600 to this year’s 
shortfall. 
 
Featherbedding in contracts with the crew.   In their contract, the crew is guaranteed 176 hours per 
month.  As a result, they are being paid for non-operating time.  It is illegal, under State law, to pay 
people for time they are not working.  This issue needs to be resolved, and is an integral part of 
computing the true cost of actual ferry operation. 
 
The proposed 4th crew member is unnecessary.  No effort whatsoever has been made, in this 
proposal, to satisfy the audit procedure with a three-person crew, although clearly there are numerous 
ways this can be done.  Whatcom County runs its ferry with a three-man crew without any conflict 
with audit requirements.   
 
Costs listed in this proposal are not only highly inflated, but also meaningless.  Until the County 
has solved its obvious management problems, and, more importantly, has negotiated a contract with 
IBU, they have no clear way of knowing what their actual cost are or will be in the coming year.   
 
Public input has never been sought in an open forum:  this needs to be done immediately.  The 
ferry crew needs to realize that is job is to serve the public.  The ferry system is not the private 
property of the ferry manager and the crew.  It is rather, a public service that is defined as an 
extension of the public road system. 
 
The revenue requirement (see page 11) has been erroneously projected:  in prior years, the 
revenue requirement has been based on 88% of the crew wages (see page 19).  On page 11, 
however, a percentage increase to 100% has been applied to the already bloated amounts listed on 
page 19.  No public input whatsoever has been request to arbitrarily increase this alleged revenue 
requirement.   
 
An open –ended attack on Guemian’s purse has been launched on page 11:  under the “phasing 
in the changes” in paragraph 2, the intention of the Task Force is made clear “… the change in fare 
target formula should be phased in over time.  At this time, the Task Force will recommend a Phase I 
fare proposal.  Subsequent phasing decisions and appropriate fare changes will be developed…” 
 
It is clear, therefore, that the proposed change, burdensome though it is (please see attachment 2) is 
merely the first shot across our bow.  Bigger and better increases are sure to be forthcoming if the 
Task Force recommendations are adopted.   
 
Attachments: 
A.  Report of alleged shortfalls with adjustment to true figures. 
B.  Sample of actual costs to Guemians under proposed fare increases if the Task Force Proposal is 
allowed to go forward.  These costs are for Phase I only, with more to come. 
 
Last year in September, a survey of Island residents and ferry users was conducted by Berk Associates 
at a cost to the County of $159,000.  Results of this survey with respect to question 6 are listed 
below.  (Should double trips during regular hours continue or should all trips be scheduled?)  Why is 
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any schedule change necessary when overwhelming percentages of ferry users responded the way 
they did to attachment B question #6 in the expensive Berk survey? 
 
 
First of all, I want to say that I appreciate the time and effort extended by everyone involved, but feel 
like the schedule is too complicated and unrealistic, fares too divided and complicated, and most of 
all, that the expensive survey didn’t mean a thing.  (It makes me wonder why I’m wasting my time 
giving comments at all – this seems like a “done deal.”)  The one thing that 88.7% of all survey 
respondents agreed on (an amazing feat on Guemes!) was the fixed vs. double runs on demand 
issue.  Only 1.6%, or 8 people, wanted a fixed schedule, and yet they got their way.  (They must have 
all been on the Ferry Committee!) 
 
The fares:  I feel that they could maybe be increased a little more across the board, without hitting the 
frequent, but not daily users and seniors so hard.  The monthly user category would be hard to use 
up even by someone who had a 4-day workweek instead of 5, or if a daily user got sick or had any 
holidays or time off.  If you insist on creating so many categories of users, maybe go to 20 or 25 runs 
in 45 days for the first one, with a slightly higher increase, and then lower the next category increase 
some so that the increase there is not so drastic.   
 
I also feel very strongly that the “not transferable” (which has always been on the cards anyway) 
should not go by license plate number.  That would make no logical sense and would be too difficult 
and time consuming to monitor.  Besides, I should be able to drive whatever car I choose – what if 
my car is being fixed and I have to use a rental, or a friend/relative comes to visit and we use their car 
to drive back and forth… I should still be able to use my pass because I am a frequent user and 
resident. 
 
The schedules:  I am still perplexed about the recommendation of a fixed schedule -  to expect that 
the ferry will be able to make 20-minute runs consistently from 11:00 on is very unrealistic, and to 
make it ½ hour runs throughout the day means longer waits any time there is an overrun.  To base 
the 20-minute run logic on what has happened at the 11:00 run doesn’t make sense.  The 11:00 is 
the only run (other than the 6:00) that consistently had enough cars to do triples, and that is because 
you were looking at a two-hour break.  That is why I feel strongly that the double runs on demand 
make sense – they take care of demand in the quickest manner when it is necessary.  But since I am 
sure that what I say will have no effect (88.7% couldn’t persuade you!), I want to emphasis that I 
think the placement of the morning 15-minute break for the crew is really a poor choice: you have 
put it right in the middle of the busiest morning time – the 8:30 usually has an overload and the 9:00 
is usually a double.  The crew could take their break after the 9:00 run, even if it is a double, and get 
in by the 10:00 (or make it 10:05 or 10:10), but the way the schedule is drawn up, people that don’t 
get on the 8:30 will have to wait 15 minutes longer, and if you need to be in town by 9:30, you’ll 
have to try for the 8:30, because the 9:15 will make you late, so even more traffic will head for the 
8:30, with more people waiting while the crew takes their break.   
 
Regarding the Sunday schedule:  my feeling was that it was different partly because it was used a lot 
by those going to church off-island.  The 7:00 and 8:00 runs are rarely doubles, but the 9:00 is a 
double more often than not – yet your created 7:30 and 8:30 runs and stuck that break in there 
again so that the 9:00 is now bumped up to 9:15 – too late for some to get to their church activity by 
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9:30.  And, you got rid of the 12:30, which many can get back by, and like to get back by so they can 
get home and have lunch.  For us (and I’m sure we are not alone), instead of taking the 9:00 and 
getting back on the 12:30, we will have to take the 8:30 and come back on the 1:00 – another full 
hour of waiting/lost time.  Had people complained about the Sunday schedule being different?  It 
seems to me that you are fixing things that aren’t broke – a feeling shared by most islanders! 
 
Late runs on weekdays: As stated in my earlier letter, I feel it was wrong not even to look into the 
possibility of extending the runs until 10:00 on weeknights.  This is a transportation issue that affects a 
lot of users – and the Ferry Committee does not represent us here at all.  They are using the ferry to 
try and control growth, and growth matters can and should be handled by the planning department.  
And trying to take the burden off the 6:00 run by offering more afternoon runs is not at all logical – if 
you have even one ferry in the afternoon that doesn’t have an overload… do I even need to explain 
this?!  The people that are on the 6:00 are catching it because they are out until the last minute and 
can’t or don’t want to go home earlier.  If the runs were extended until 10:00, you would have a 
Sunday night situation, with probably very few overloads.  And, you would no longer need “school 
specials” or “county meeting specials” – and we could actually go to our Jr. and Sr. high school kids’ 
choir and band concerts, plays, games, etc. or got to a PTA meeting, or take a night class at SVC, or go 
to a weeknight meeting of any sort, or work late, or shop when it is less crowded than on weekends, 
or have dinner with off-island friend/relative, or take advantage of weeknight specials at local 
restaurants… and still come home… or come home on the 6:00 because we want to, not because 
we have to.  
 
Also, having two full work shifts every day would allow those full time employees to work their 
required hours and eliminate those non-op hours.  The county needs to do some serious study on 
this issue because the Ferry committee members won’t and do not speak for half of us. 
 
Those of us who want to see the ferry extended during the week do care about the island, or we 
wouldn’t live here despite the inconveniences.  We just do not think the impact on the island will be 
near what “doom-sayers” like to purport.  The water issue, the land issue, the growth issue, are all 
issues that need to be handled another way. 
 
 
The County spent a lot of money on a management analysis and survey that is now being ignored.   
 
Regarding the schedule as proposed:  Only 4% of all respondents were NOT satisfied with current 
service or safety, and only 1.6% of all respondents wanted double runs to be scheduled runs.  Still, 
the Ferry Committee wants to schedule all runs.  This is why in most categories of the survey, most 
people, when asked if they felt adequately represented by the Ferry Committee, answered “NO!” 
 
There is good reason why 88.7% of the people wanted to have double runs instead of scheduled 
runs.  First, there’s not always double runs. Which would save wear and tear on the ferry, ferry dock 
and equipment, and if there is a double, you get to where you’re going to sooner than if you wait for 
a fixed run.   
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The 20-minute schedule just won’t work.  It’s like a doctor’s schedule… ever wait in in a doctor’s 
office?  The 5:05 weekday run has 25 minutes until the 5:30, and it’s a real push to make that… 
once, not all day.  The present schedule works and people are happy.  Why mess with it? 
 
The Ferry Committee has geared the afternoon runs to try to soften the load at the 6 PM run while 
missing the obvious.  People have things to do and are waiting until the last minute to catch the 6:00 
– because there is no 7:00, 8:00, 9:00, or 10:00 runs.   
 
The Ferry Committee has ignored the fact that 50% of those who use the ferry daily want later runs 
Monday – Thursday, and refuses to even look at those options.  The county ferry is not owned by 
only those residents who can live with in the confined boundaries of a 6:00 last run.   
 
This is a traffic problem, and you can’t fix it by changing intersection W, X and Y, when the problem is 
intersection Z… and beyond.   
 
I would ask the County to insist on at least a six-month trial period of an extended schedule: 6:00 or 
6:30 AM to 10 PM.  I guarantee that not only the 50% who want it now will use it, but a large 
percentage of other folks will, too.  But it cannot be left up to the Ferry Committee who ignores 
anything outside of it’s own paradigm.   
 
The arguments against the extended ferry are many of the same doomsday arguments people had 
against the General Store, which now, virtually everyone would agree, is a great asset.  The same will 
happen if the schedule is extended to the evening hours during the week.  The “sky won’t fall” and 
people will look back in a very short time and wonder why it wasn’t done before. 
 
 
1. Since our previous comments from February 2003 evidently were trashed, unread and unheeded 

(copy attached), we offer only the following few suggestions in lieu of attending the November 
15th meeting.   

2. Obviously your “secret” consultant is still at work though unrecognized in the draft which simply 
says “Task Force.”  This is clear from the abysmal writing and poor organization and presentation 
reflected in the earlier draft.  We fail to see why the County still hides the fact they still are paying 
an unqualified consultant to do its work.  Shame on you!!!   

3. You should have kept this simple --- and it could have been presented in just two pages.  Use the 
present Guemes ferry fare and schedule card.  Simply show “NOW” and “PROPOSED” changes 
against that.  NO NEED for pages of garbage written by your secret consultants – Berk & 
Associates and Richard Kiesser.  They only confuse the issue and are unfocused and trivial.   

4. On fares – No evidence is presented to explain the idea to go to 20-trip passes for car and driver 
instead of the present 25-trip – but not for passenger only.  Makes no sense for a working person 
who surely will use more than 20 trips in a 31-day month – including some pleasure trips as well 
as workday trips.  Where’s the logic?  Just continue using 25-trip or 13-trip C&D passes.  WHY IN 
THE WORLD would anyone ever by a 20-trip pass for 6 months when they can buy two monthly 
passes for less than half that, still getting 30 or 40 trips.  Even more stupid is the idea of a 12-
month, 30-trip pass for $103.60 at 2 ½ times the price for 20.  It’s STUPID!!!  Stick with the 
numbers (25 and 13) and just raise the price by a suitable amount – say to $56.00 
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5. Schedule: keep the present schedule --- see no reason for the off-hour timing and showing crew 
breaks in the middle – just FOOTNOTE that there are crew breaks after 8:30, 11:30, 4, 7 PM 
trips.  Rather than elaborate revision of trip times, simply note that “on demand” service will be 
provided as traffic requires, at discretion of the ferry crew.  That’s been done sensibly with little/no 
problem for years and it’s more logical than inserting extra trips that may/may not be needed.  
NOTE WELL: page 5 has a nonsense statement on operating costs, which states that since the 
average fuel cost of a trip is $4.68, “THIS IS NOT ENOUGH OF A SAVINGS TO RESERVE THE 
OPTION OF ON DEMAND SAILING.  The OPPOSITE is true – since fuel costs are so LOW, on-
demand trips are cheap, easy, far more logical, and should go on. 

6. Extra crew, and double-checking of fares – unless State law specifically requires it, this nonsense 
of having an extra crewman just to collect extra ticket stubs because someone believes the crew is 
DISHONEST ought to be stopped.  It wastes taxpayer and fare money, and adds no real benefit 
on accounting.  Ignore the bean counters! We agree no major extension of hours is needed Mon-
Thurs.  Who thought this up?  Just ask the crew!!! They know it is a joke, insulting them, and a 
waste of time and money.  Stop it please.   

7. I believe the Skagit County Commissioners owe us taxpayers an accounting of how much money 
they continue wasting on consultants who clearly have shown they do not understand the 
Guemes ferry and are selling you garbage reports that are of very little help to anyone.  ENOUGH!! 

We’ve never had any acknowledgment of our previous comments, or any reaction, which tells us the 
County does NOT listen to the taxpayers.  A sad comment on the county government. 
 
 
I have two major points to make about the proposed changes in the Guemes ferry fare and 
schedules: 
 
1.  The proposal is much, much, much too complicated. Fares and schedules should be simplified, 
not made more complex. The proposed system would require a new office of ferry information just to 
educate users and employees about the fares and schedules! It would make more work for the purser 
as he or she has to answer numerous questions and apply the complex fares. It would make it harder 
for people to know when the ferry will run and what they will pay. 
 
What's wrong with running the ferry on demand? This is how we get most of our services in a free 
society. It makes sense. If more people demand service, a savvy business owner provides more. If 
fewer demand service, a savvy business owner has the flexibility to scale back service. Our present 
system of extra runs does this very efficiently. 
 
And if we need more scheduled runs, why not schedule them in a way that is easy for users to 
remember the schedule? The proposed schedule has runs on the hour and at 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 
40, 45, and 50 minutes after the hour. What a nightmare to try to keep track of when the ferries run! 
Keep it down to three different times of the hour at most. Hourly and half hourly would be better yet. 
 
Multiple levels of frequent user cards? Why the complication? Why not simplify the system? Make one 
punchcard at each of the three levels (car, passenger, child) with NO expiration date. Then no one 
has to second guess how much they will use the card and decide what level to buy. The pursers don't 
have to keep track of four levels of cards. And a modest price increase would cover any lost revenue 
this simple plan might incur. 
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2. Why subsidize vehicles? They are the problem. The congestion on the ferry is NOT due to too 
many people using the ferry. It is clearly due to too many VEHICLES using the ferry. And yet the rate 
for cars is heavily subsidized compared to the rate for walk-on passengers and bicycles. 
 
The new proposal intelligently applies rates on a square footage basis for large vehicles. Why not 
apply this to passengers? Even being quite generous with personal space, a foot passenger takes up 
less than 10 square feet, while a car is allotted 170 square feet. So it makes sense that a car should 
be charged roughly 17 times what a foot passenger is charged. Instead, a car is charged only 4 to 5 
times what a foot passenger is charged. 
 
We subsidize cars and then have a crisis because there are too many.  Big surprise! Let's make 
vehicles pay their fare share, or at least a significantly higher portion than the present rates. 
 
Other points: 
 
* I am in favor of ferry users paying the full cost of the ferry. 
 
* I am in favor of less bureaucracy, fewer studies, and better management. 
 
* The extra person to take tickets must be discontinued! 
 
 
1. The ferry is supposed to be there to serve the people… for some reason I get the that feeling that 

we are being bound by the wishers of other than the folks that pay the taxes, support the town of 
Anacortes and are truly trying to make the island a better place to live.  There are many folks on 
the island that are very opposed to changing hours of operation.  My question to you is… ARE 
THEY THE ONE PAYING TAXES, ARE THEY HOMEOWNERS… or are they folks that are here today 
and gone tomorrow.  Or are they those that resist ANY change to the island and choose to limit 
the growth of the island by way of the ferry???   

 
I find it really frustrating to race to the ferry to reach the dock by 6:00 pm to find that there is a double 
or triple run!!!  On the other hand, if there were a 6:30 run or 7:00 run, there would not be the 
doubling up on the 6:00 run.  To say that running a 7:00 ferry will not work because folks will just put 
off getting home from work is an excuse.  I just want to get home… but it sure would be nice to have 
that extra 15-30 minutes to help those who work off island and don’t get off until 5:30 or 6:00.  what 
a luxury it would be to be able to run an errand at the end of the day!! 
 
2. Based on the info provided, the cutoff is a couple of minutes before the boat departs…  what is 

the point of that???  Doesn’t seem very customer service oriented… sounds like a military 
requirement to me!!  We PAY for this service… and a person coming at the last should not be 
denied!!  All they want to do is get home... and God knows what sort of traffic issues they had on 
their way to the dock that made them run late. 

 
3. Last, but not least… Folks arriving after 6:00 may be denied passage even if ther eis a double 

run… (my understanding is that if there is a second run and you arrive after the first run at 6:00 
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pm… and the boat is full, you may be denied access.)  Oh my gosh, where is the customer 
service here for us tax payers!!! Once again, I don’t understand why a 6:30 or 7:00 boat isn’t 
added to the regular Monday – Thursday schedule.  That would solve so many of the issues. 

 
4. The 20-minute intervals are not going to help the times for the working people.  We need 

assistance and additional runs in the morning…  6:00 AM would be great.  (Once again, generally 
there is amore than a full run coming off-island).  Then we need additional service in the evening. 

 
Bottom line is I feel like a lot of people don’t feel comfortable voicing their concerns in the meetings.  
The way the island works is that there are very different points of view… and you will never make 
everyone happy.  I honestly don’t see how the 20-minute runs will ever work.. nor do I see that will 
solve the true issues.  It’s pretty much the old timers that resist change and the new comers who love 
the island, want to preserve it like everyone else, but in a lot of cases have to work off island.  Thanks 
much… they job you’re doing is truly appreciated!  It’s a tough one! 
 
 
We went to the meeting last week and would like to share with you our opinion of the changes being 
proposed. 
 
We feel that if the fares were raised .50 cents across the board, it would bring in, by your count of 
trips, $100,000. 
 
Frequent user cards should remain at their present number of trips for both car, driver and passenger, 
in the present time limits. 
 
Trucks and motor homes, (of which we own one,) should pay more, including travel trailers.  
 
Changing time of trips, we have no idea of how this will work, but the purposed changes will be very 
hard to remember without looking at a schedule. 
 
We realize that fares must continue to rise, just make it fair to all, not just one class of rider. 
 
We feel the Ferry crew does a good job of providing service to the riders and the County. We know 
that they sometimes work under trying conditions. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Glen Veal opened the meeting at 2:55 p.m.  
 
Michael Hodgins began the meeting with discussing the Development of Draft Task Force Recommendations 
and Next Steps handout. Michael stated that the ideal situation today would be to discuss and complete items 1 
and 2, they are: 1. Finalize Draft Policy Recommendations for Board of County Commissioners and public 
review this includes recommended policy framework for fares and schedule and suggested phasing for new 
policies. 2. Identify implementation issues and assign responsibility to the regular Ferry Committee/Public Works 
process. The remaining items to process for completing Task Force Work Plan are as follows: 

3. Develop and distribute public information materials describing Draft Policies. 
4. Meet to consider public and Commissioner input. 
5. Make final policy recommendations to the Board of County Commissioners. 

 
Michael pointed out that a considerable amount of progress has been made on both schedule and fare policy 
issues. General agreement has been achieved on most issues, with the following exceptions in reference to the 
Schedule Policy Issues: 

• Review the 2 remaining schedules and choose which one best meets the overall intent of the group. 
• Address the options for customers for service after 6:00 p.m. (or 6:10 or 6:20). 

In reference to Establish Policy Basis for Fare Revenue Target the remaining items are: 
• Finalize Costs Eligible for Fare Recovery. 
• Modifications to Treatment of Tax Funds. 

In reference to Proposed New Fares and Revenue Yields the remaining items are: 
• Identify and Discuss the Types of Fare Increases Necessary to Meet Revenue Target. 
• Discuss Phasing Issues and Options. 
• Identify and Discuss Implementation Issues. 
• Miscellaneous Fare Issues. 

 



Michael moved onto the Commercial User Perspectives where Courtney discussed the Feedback from 
Commercial Customers handout. Before we moved onto that, Michael indicated that since there is so much 
information to review today that the TDM/passenger facility discussion listed on the agenda under Task Force 
Business would be moved to the November 21st meeting.  
 
Courtney began her discussion with the group doing introductions to the Commercial Users in attendance. 
Courtney stated there were two commercial customers that have not been contacted since there was no contact 
information, but the other 18 were contacted. In the discussion with the commercial customers, for the most part 
commercial users were supportive of the schedule changes, provided the changes do not inhibit their passage to 
Guemes for business purposes or restrict their return. Many viewed the additional services as a benefit. There 
were also two island residents of the commercial customer group, one was pleased with the proposed end of 
schedule day for Monday-Thursday; the other was pleased with the proposed holiday eve schedule. There was 
special schedule needs for Anacortes School District, they cannot commit to making the 3:40 p.m. run and would 
prefer a 3:45 p.m. to allow students to stay in school and make the ferry.  Also, the schedule needs for those 
delivering propane are different for those delivering gas. When delivering fuel, the interest is to get back to 
Anacortes as quickly as possible to continue deliveries. As for the potential changes to the fare structure, many of 
the commercial customers do not believe that potential fare change will affect them – either because the vehicles 
they use are inside the standard vehicle fare (at least two had longer or wider vehicles), they use frequent user 
punch cards, or they don’t believe that the fares could be raised high enough to impact their business. Other 
Comments and suggestions were to potentially sell passes at Anderson’s and the need for reserved parking space 
in Guemes lot for utility vehicles.  
 
Discussion was held on the times the fuel/gas deliveries should be made, a suggestion was made to start at 6:30 
a.m. on Tuesday and have them do their deliveries and leave the island on the third 11:00 a.m. run. Courtney will 
contact fuel/gas suppliers and run this idea by them and get their feedback.  
 
Michael stated that the school district is willing to work with the County to come up with school activity passes.  
 
Michael moved onto the Summer/Winter schedule handouts. There was a lengthy discussion with concerns of 
there being enough time allotted for the exchange of Purser and being able to make sure cash drawers are 
balanced and tickets are balanced. Also, there is concern whether a policy/procedure will be in place when this 
new policy goes into effect.  
 
Glen stated Dixon made a motion to accept the proposed schedules and this was seconded by Steve Orsini and 
are there any questions? Jim questioned if on Saturday/Sunday & Holidays per the proposed schedule there will 
be no 3:00 p.m. run? Michael stated this is true due to trying to change the shift back to a 3-person crew. Glen 
asked for a show of hands in favor of this motion and then any that opposed, this motion for approval of the 
proposed schedule passed. 
 
Michael moved the discussion onto whether the last run on Mon-Thurs. be 6:00 p.m. or 6:30 p.m.? Michael asked 
what should the time be for the last run? There was continued discussion with many points being made. There 
was agreement in reference to the cut off time for the last ferry run. That point agreed on is if you are in line 
before 6:00 p.m. you go, if you show up after 6:00 p.m. & there is still room on the boat you can go, this will 
depend on if there is space available and you are not guaranteed a space. There was a motion made and seconded 
the vote ended being seven for the motion and five against.   
 
It was pointed out that this is just a proposal to present to the community and to receive their comments/feedback 
and then possibly restructure the proposal before presenting it to the Board of County Commissioners.  
 
Michael discussed the Fare Policy Checklist that states what items are remaining to be checked off, they are: 

• Define fare revenue target 
• Confirm/refine treatment of outside sources of revenue in setting fare target 



 
Discussion began on page 7 of the handout that showed the policy basis and fare revenue target and cost recovery 
along with comparison of historic cost recovery rates: Skagit vs. Whatcom. Also the Revenue Requirements Part 
IV was reviewed. The Task Force has narrowed the list to three options, each consistent with the policy 
framework that underlies Resolution 119390 that the ferry should be treated as a bridge for the purposes of 
determining which costs should be recoverable through fares. The three options are: 

• Option 1, Resolution 11939 
• Option 2, All Crew Wages Eligible 
• Option 3, Option 2 Plus a Portion of Vessel Maintenance 

 
Discussion continued on the above referenced options. It was decided to accept the amendment to use Resolution 
11939 as is with a target to 100% depending on performance.  
 
It was decided another meeting was needed to finalize the draft proposal before being presented to the 
community. The next meeting will be Friday, October 24th at Skagit County Public Works beginning at 2:45 pm 
and going until the entire draft proposal has been completed. 
 
Meeting adjourned at 6:20 p.m. 
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Glen Veal began the meeting stating that there has to be some amount of faith in decisions the Task Force has 
made towards this proposal and in order to make these things happen we have to have ways that we can feel 
comfortable this will be put into place.  
 
Dixon suggested on reviewing the accomplishments that the Task Force has made before starting the meeting and 
start the meeting out positive. Courtney stated that we might be able to start that way but first let’s begin with the 
meeting summary from the last meeting to update Task Force Members that had to leave the meeting or were not 
in attendance with what was discussed then decide how to proceed from there.   
 
Courtney pointed out the updated schedule for meetings and activities. Community Meeting is still scheduled for 
November 15th and the materials will be presented to the public November 5 – 6 and the last Task Force meeting 
will be November 21st. This meeting will be to discuss public comments and develop a final packet to present to 
the Board of County Commissioners in early December. The November 21st meeting will be at the Anacortes 
Public Library.  
 
Courtney reviewed the handout that discussed the key decisions from the October 17th Task Force Meeting. 
These items included: 

• Fuel Runs 
• Proposed Schedule 
• End of Schedule Day (Monday-Thursday) 
• Revenue Target 

 
Also discussed were the implementation issues identified as: 

• School District will distribute school pass 
• Potential to sell passes at Anderson’s 
• Demonstrable way to show last car at 6 P.M. 



 
Courtney and Michael presented the Ridership Summary Update handout for your information only showing that 
ridership is down from 2002; part of this is from the ferry haul out that occurred in July 2003. 

 
Courtney reviewed the agenda for the meeting. The meeting objectives are: 

• Discuss process for addressing implementation, operation, and performance issues. 
• Continuation of discussion of the fare policy issues. 
• Agree as to the “Blueprint – where we want to end up”. 
• Develop a phasing plan. 
• Finalize the Draft Proposal. 

 
The topics for the meeting were:  

• Task Force Business 
• Ferry Committee/Public Works Process for Implementation 
• Finalize the “Blueprint” – New Policy Framework 
• Phasing into the New Policy Framework 
• Review Draft Recommendations 
• Next Steps and Next Meetings 

 
Michael indicated the focus of this meeting is to discuss implementation items and stick to the current agenda 
schedule and any items that come up, at that time we can decide if this is related to the recommendation or can 
we come back to that item at a later time in order to finalize this draft proposal for public comment. 
 
Michael presented the Draft Resolution for discussion. It is in the mutual interests of Skagit County and Guemes 
Island ferry riders to have a structured process and representative citizen body to discuss Guemes Island Ferry 
planning and operations needs, issues, and concerns. This Resolution also lists the responsibilities for the Skagit 
County Public Works Department and Guemes Island Ferry Committee. It establishes the Ferry Operations and 
Performance Roundtable and recognizes the Guemes Island Ferry Committee as the representative body for 
Guemes Island ferry riders in this process.  
 
Michael discussed the Draft 2004 Workplan handout to show just a sample of how the workplan would be 
formatted. There was lengthy discussion in reference to the draft Resolution and concerns with the Guemes 
Island Ferry Committee being recognized and making sure after all this work from the Task Force to make sure 
the policies are carried out and the ferry committee wants to see action. 
 
Michael went over the “Blueprint” page. The idea is to have “Blueprint” – Long-term goals to meet schedule 
objectives and sustainability of system. These items being: 

• Schedule principles 
• Policy for setting fare revenue target 

these shouldn’t change very often.  
 
You would have Phased Policy Implementation with the topics being: 

• Fare Policies 
• Schedule Policies 
• Supporting Policies & Procedures 

Under each topic you would have items that would be discussed that would either be in Phase I, Phase II, or 
Phase III.  
Also in the Policy Framework you would have the Ferry Operation and Performance Roundtable Workplan 
consisting of: 

• Implementing supporting policies and procedures 
• Address other policy issues that arise from new policy framework 



There was lengthy discussion about what is considered maintenance costs and the difference of repair costs and 
where they should be figured into the formula. Michael discussed the gray handout Options for Setting Fare 
Target showing the net costs for fare recovery (target) $537,335 and the percentages for distribution of funding.  
Dixon made a motion: “The crew mechanic position be included as part of the crew wages for calculation 
purposes for Resolution 11939”. This motion was seconded and open for discussion. Steve Flude stated there is 
not one said person designated as crew mechanic, that position is deckhand/mechanic so the motion by definition 
does not exist and also what if in the future another deckhand/mechanic is needed what happens then? The 
original motion was amended to “The deckhand/mechanic position be included as part of the crew wages for 
calculation purposes for Resolution 11939”. This was seconded and a vote was taken and approved. Back to 
Steve ‘s point, what if another position is needed in the future what happens then if we leave this wording in the 
motion? Steve stated he did not agree with this motion but since the vote was to accept this motion, then let’s 
move on. There was continuous, lengthy discussion in reference to orange handout – Guemes Island Ferry 
Schedule and Fares Task Force Implementation Process - #8. Implementation process and criteria for phase 3, 
fares adjustment to – Resolution #11939 100% W/B/F/I (including ferry manager).  
Discussion continued on whether there could be an agreement on if there should be a performance matrix. Bonnie 
Berk indicated that this is a big issue and this involves items that can be controlled and some cannot. This topic 
would be something that would be discussed during the proposed roundtable meetings between the ferry 
committee and public works.  
Steve wanted to point out again…that this is not about the County coming to the islanders and asking for more 
money this is about fairness. Dixon stated that they all agree that fairness is very important. Bonnie listed the 
following as principals: 

• Islanders want to pay their fair share. 
• Want to be shown 
• Fairness 

 
Ron made a motion “Include Ferry Managers salary into the crew wages calculation purposes for Resolution 
11939”. This motion was seconded. Discussion began about this motion. Steve stated that this Ferry Manager, 
Steve Cox will be moved back to part-time once this Task Force process is completed.  Dixon made a motion to 
amend the above referenced motion to state the “Ferry Managers salary will be calculated by the time card and 
the percentage paid towards that particular job coding”. This motion was seconded. There was lengthy discussion 
in reference to what difference does it make whether he is at the ferry dock or at public works the job is still the 
same. There was concern on how this time card will be coded whether the ferry manager is at the dock doing 
operations or at public works doing administration work, the clarification was these would be two different job 
codings which would be up to the ferry manager to decide what percentage would go where. Glen restated the 
amendment to clarify that the Ferry Manager would code his time card in reference to the following options: 

• On-Dock Operations 
• Administration – Mount Vernon 

 
This was then voted on with an approval of 9 voting for and 4 voting against. The amendment passes. The 
original motion of “Include Ferry Managers salary into the crew wages calculation purposes for Resolution 
11939” was voted on with an approval of 11 voting for and 2 voting against this motion passes.  
 
Discussion began about the 4th Crewmember issue. Michael summarized Dixon’s concerns around the 4th crew 
person and included/not included into the fare formula are related to implementation not necessarily related to the 
philosophy of keeping that 4th person out forever. Dixon agreed. This was a lengthy discussion with different 
points of view and concerns with the 4th crew person and their salary and how this would affect the fares. There 
was feedback received that people are paying for this 4th crew person but have not seen any positive or more 
services with the extra expense. Not happy about this. Michael summarized that what he thinks he is hearing is 
that there is a connection between proof of delivery, so to speak of the new schedule and some fare action as yet 
to be determined. This was agreed upon. Discussion was held about having proof if these new schedules are 
going to work. Marilee suggested running 3 month’s on winter schedule and 3 month’s on summer schedule and 



see what the outcome would be. Courtney suggested starting the winter schedule in February and then proceed 
into the summer months. The Task Force agreed on that a test schedule would be good to see what the outcomes 
are before changing the fares. Steve Flude stated that given the current constraints put on the system to operate 
the ferry, we think we will have a more difficult time meeting the two runs per hour than the three runs per hour.  
Marilee proposed to implement some of the proposals (i.e. length of vehicles) at the time of approval but do not 
change the fare structure until after the test run of the schedules and see what the success is and also phase in the 
fare structure.  Steve Orsini stated that he thinks it is possible to implement changes but keep the 4th crew person 
out. Also, possible to revisit the issue of how we account for and prove that people walk onto the ferry in a better 
way than we do now. However, the 4th crew person is acceptable if the system can work but if it can’t then we 
need to look at that again.  
 
Michael stated that we have a philosophy where we end up but now we need to talk about that first step. What he 
is hearing is a lot of discussion about removing the 4th crew person from that equation as one of the components. 
It was agreed that you do not want to pay for the 4th crew person until you see it working.  
 
Courtney restated what options were going around the table for discussion for Phase I-Implementation of the 
schedules. They are as follows: 

• Possibly implementing clean up of the fares 
• Adding fare increase to reflect 11939 for three person crew 
• Possible fare increase to reflect 11939 for four person crew 

 
It seems that we are in agreement with implementing the schedule changes. Then the issue is whether we 
implement the clean up of the fares or adding a fare change to account for the third person under 11939.  
 
Steve Flude reminded the Task Force that the Board of County Commissioners expects results. Part of their 
expectation right off is we’re going to fix the schedule to make that better and fix the fares and they’re going to 
go up and this is what they are going to expect first thing and we need to keep this in mind. If we do not get there 
right off then we are going to run the risk that everything we have accomplished falling apart. If they do not see 
that as a legitimate output initially there not going to take anything we do or say seriously.  
 
Steve Orsini stated that if we do implement the fare increases without the calculation for the fourth crew person it 
will do another thing for us, when you implement the fare increases you may see a change in utilization and 
patterns. He believes that it might be better to implement the fare increases now but to withhold the payment of 
the fourth person, even though that is outside our philosophy, that would give the Commissioners a change in the 
schedule and fares all in one shot.  
 
Carl Cady suggested that it might be an idea to have a Plan B in case Plan A doesn’t succeed this is why it would 
be good to implement the schedule see how it does then implement the fare changes.  
 
Discussion was held concerning the Phase I target and goals with what percentages will be used. Dixon stated 
that it was agreed the goal was to get to 100% but there was no discussion whether or not the fourth crew 
person’s salary was to be included. Steve Orsini made a motion to accept the information listed below as the first 
step: 
    Phase I   Goal 
Three Member Crew                88%                 100% 
Four Member Crew                   0%   100% 
Mechanic     88%   100% 
Manager Docktime      88%   100% 
Fuel    100%   100% 
Insurance   100%   100% 
Estimate Revenue Target $500,000. 



 
This was seconded and open for discussion. Steve Orsini made a motion “To accept the fare basis as defined in 
11939 with the above referenced information on the grid at this point as the first basis for the fare increase”. This 
was seconded. This motion was voted on with 9 voting for and 2 voting against and this motion passes. 
 
Steve Orsini made motion “Implement the new fare and schedule and column one fare increase above (Phase I) 
simultaneously”. This was seconded and open for discussion. Michael presented the two pink handouts that 
discuss the comparison of current and proposed policy structures and revenue implications based on draft fare 
policy structure recommendations. There was lengthy discussion on this matter with different viewpoints. Glen 
asked all those in favor of the above motion raise your hand, it was unanimous and this motion passes.  
 
Discussion continued on the comparison of current and proposed policy structures. There was a consensus to go 
ahead with the proposed structure instead of minimizing the categories to see how it works. Moved onto whether 
to use 20 trips or 25 trips per punch card in 30 days. There was discussion on an extended run rate being offered 
only once either before or after the schedule, $100.00, and assuming the crew is already there. The Guemes 
Special Rate is where the crew has to be called in and is $315.00 and it occurs if you need something in addition 
to the last one.  Steve Orsini made an amendment to the motion that we include as part of the motion exceptions. 
This was approved. The motion being “Accept categories and fares “, this passes. Discussion began about the 
exceptions. Some exceptions are: 

• Schools 
• Fire 
• Medical 
• Sheriff 
• PSE 

 
There was continued discussion on what fees to charge for the above referenced exceptions. It was agreed to 
charge $175.00 plus riders pay fare. Medical and Fire runs will not be charged. Ron Panzero made a motion 
“Charge Puget Sound Energy $315.00 plus fare”. This was seconded and open for discussion. Glen restated the 
motion “Use the Guemes Special Rate $315.00 plus fare with no exceptions for Puget Sound Energy” and a vote 
was taken, 7 voted for and 2 voted against. This motion passes. 
 
Moved onto whether or not the Post Office should be charged. Dixon presented motion “Charge Post Office full 
fare” this has been seconded. It was agreed also that the Special Run rate are all plus fare. If a special is going 
and there is space you can go.  
 
Michael confirmed that we are going to implement the fare and schedule at the same time. Michael also pointed 
out the following items that need to be in place before policy implementation date, they are: 

• Institute Ferry Operations & Performance Roundtable 
• Expand holding capacity on dock (2 lanes) 
• Separate passenger and vehicle traffic 
• “Cut off” time for sailing 
• Vehicles and stowage items not ticketed in line 10 minutes prior to scheduled departure 
• Provide visual cue to indicate load timing 
• Develop demonstratable method for indicating last car at 6 PM 
• Finalize how the frequent user media will work 

 
Michael stated with the terms of how this is going to be presented to the Board and to the public, with the 
exceptions of the “cut off” time and vehicles and stowage items, these have to be place before we can implement 
Schedule and Fare Phase I. In order to be successful we have to do these things first.  
Next Task Force meeting will be Friday, November 21st at the Anacortes Public Library. 
Meeting adjourned.  




